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John David Kraus
On April 22, just weeks before graduation, three-year starter at guard and 1994
tri-captain John David Kraus died in an automobile accident. Kraus. a five-year offensive
lineman, was 22 and on the dean's list as a health science major.
Kraus earned Division 1-AA All-America honorable mention in 1994, his final season
of eligibility. Kraus joined the team as a walk-on, eventually earning an athletic scholarship. The 6-foot- 3 260-pound Kraus was on track to graduate with honors in May, and
had planned to attend graduate school to earn a master's degree in health administration. He had the highest grade-point average on the team for the past three years. He
also was a member of Chi Phi fraternity and worked at JM's Bar & Grill.
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Campus was a busy place this year. with Founders Day.
two donor recognition events. the College of Integrated Science and Technology groundbreaking, the
dedication of Roop Hall, and finally Commencement.
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Memphis University head football coach and former JMU head coach Rip Scherer
coached Kraus for four years at JMU.
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"John epitomized everything you could want in a student-athlete. His work ethic as
a student and a player was unmatched. He was a we ll-rounded fine person.
"John was a fighter," Scherer said. "If you were to just measure talent on height. weight
and speed, [John! never would have played. But one thing you can't measure is a guy's
heart- and John's was huge."
"John was an excellent role model," junior wide receiver Juan Dorsey said. "A lot of
younger lineman looked up to him. He was a walk-on. he fought through injuries, he
was an excellent student. he worked hard - we all looked up to him."
Kraus' parents have established a fund in memory of their son. Contributions can be sent
to the John David Kraus Memorial Scholarship Fund in care of the JMU Athletics Program.
The Kraus family memorial servi.ce was held in Louisville. Ky. JMU held a memorial service on April 24 in Wilson Hall auditorium. and the football team also held a meeting in
their teammate's memory.
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President's message
the students who enter the university as
freshmen will graduate from JMU. That's
twice the percentage that will graduate from
many public colleges in Virginia.

What's right with
James Madison
University ...
Asides
Best Buy
The Guide to 101 of the Best Values in America's Colleges and
Universities describes JMU as "a

premier public university with a
consistently high quality image."
Authors David and Elizabeth Wilson say. "JMU has a distinguished
national reputation for academic
·excellence and quality of student
life experiences. Our contact with
the students there. and a review of
the university's admission and
retention figures, clearly show a
university with a strong sense of
forward momentum."
lOth in Nation

JMU Debate Team
Ranked ahead of prestigious
debate teams of Harvard and
Georgetown
Directed by Dr. Ron Wastyn

Along with applications from traditional
students. the number of foreign students at
JMU is on the increase. This year, JMU
enrolled an all-time high of 318 foreign students from 68 different nations.
National honors continue to accumulate
for JMU. The most recent issue of the Guide
to 101 of the Best Values in America's Colleges
and Universities calls JMU "a premier public
university with a consistently high quality
image."

As you may recall. my message in the
last issue of Montpelier dealt with the many
things that are right with higher education. In
this issue, I want to be more specific and deal
with some of the multitude of things that are
right about James Madison University.
Although Virginia's system of public higher
education is one of the finest in America, it
frequently is the target of critics in the press
and public. Even with its enormous accomplishments, JMU has not been immune to
criticism from those who oppose progressive
change at the university.
Critics. however. fail to mention that JMU
is one of the finest universities of its type in
America. By all measures, JMU has been one
of the great success stories of the last 25
years in higher education.
The most important judges of a university
are students and prospective students. The
university is here for the students. And students continue to clamor for admission to
JMU in ever-increasing numbers.
This year, JMU received around 12.500
applications for the fall's entering freshman
class. This was the second highest number of
applications in the school's history. The increase
in applications over last year at JMU was the
high-est in the state.

The number of applications for this fall's
freshman class was exceeded only by the
13.500 applicants for the entering class of
1988. This year's total is particularly significant because there were 16 percent more
high school graduates in 1988 than this year.

The great marching band at JMU. the
Marching Royal Dukes, received the Sudler
Award, which is presented to the best collegiate marching band in the country.
National honors have also been received
this year by the JMU chapter of the Financial
Management Association, the debate and
forensics team, the Mathematics Modeling
team, and the ROTC Ranger team.
Intercollegiate athletic competition is an
important part of campus life at JMU and our
teams continue to be very successful. The
women's field hockey team brought JMU its
first National Collegiate Athletic Association
championship this year. The football team
and the men's soccer team both went to the
national quarter-final round in the NCAA
playoffs. Many of our other teams also had
highly successful seasons.
It would be impossible to mention all
the many recognitions that individuals and
organizations have received at JMU. This is
just a sample of the quality that is present
in everything that is undertaken here.

As you probably know, JMU is repeatedly
cited in the highly-regarded polls conducted
by US News & World Report The latest U.S.
News poll ranked JMU eighth among all
regional colleges and universities in the South
and first among public southern universities.

A few years ago. I announced that the
goal for James Madison University was to
become the finest undergraduate university
in America. I won't be bold enough to say
that we have reached that goal but I do
believe that we are growing ever closer.

U.S. News & World Report has cited JMU
for the last two years as the "most efficient"
university in the South. JMU's value for the
dollar was also praised by the magazine.

There is much that is right about JMU. All
of us - students, faculty, staff. alumni, parents
of students - are fortunate .to be asscciated
with James Madison University.

Ronald E. Carrier
President

A recent book. Crime at College: The Student Guide to Personal Safety ranked. Harrisonburg/James Madison University as the
second safest college town in America. (The
University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls,
Iowa. ranked ahead of JMU.)

JMU's total (;nrollment continues to grow
but the quality of our students and faculty is
also increasing. The average College Board
score for an entering freshman in 1994 was
1.107 - 150 points'above the average in the
early 1970s.

Our graduation rate is extraordinarily high
for a large public university and one of the
highest in Virginia. More than 80 percent of

Wilson said that JMU is "one of the best
managed. most dynamic public universities
in the nation .... Across the country, people
who are knowledgeable about higher education CQnsistently tell us that JMU is among
that select group of public institutions of
higher learning that combine top-flight academics - including a model honors program
- with strong student life experiences. a great
natural setting, and a reasonable cost."

For several years, JMU has been included
in Money magazine's annual ranking of 100
colleges and universities that offer the highest quality for the education dollar. The latest
ranking listed JMU as the 38th best value in
the country and the best value in Virginia.

We can enroll only about 2.500 in the
freshman class. That's means JMU can enroll
only one of each five applicants.

Students like it at JMU. too. Surveys consistently show that more than 90 percent of
JMU students are very pleased with the university. Similar surveys show that more than
90 percent of our alumni are also pleased
with the institution.

David Wilson. the co-author of the book,
said "JMU has a distinguished national repu:
tation for academic excel lence and quality
of student life experiences."

The School of Accounting was named
as one of the top 20 accounting programs
in the country. The Hospitality and Tourism
Management program was the first of its
type to receive national accreditation.

In addition to the university-wide recognitions. many departments and individuals at
JMU have received national acclaim. recently.
/

JMU's restructuring plan has been
praised as the best in the state. A reviewer
of the plan called it "an extraordinary docu ment that _sets the standard for restructuring
in Virginia."
Our Facilities Management team at JMU
received a first place in national competition
for the quality shown in the maintenance of
the campus and its buildings.

MontpeEier
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insiders
Asides
Multimedia le11rning

Fourteen ordinary classrooms
around campus are being eyed for
$2.6 million in renovations to
accommodate high technology
video and sound presentation
equipment. JMU presently has five
interactive multimedia classrooms,
including the best-known and
best-equipped Classroom of the

Tuition increase under 3 percent
For the second year in a row, the increase in tuition and fees for in-state students at James Madison University will be less than
the 3 percent ceiling established by the governor and the General Assembly.
In action approved April 9 by the JMU Board of Visitors. tuition and fees for an in-state student will be $4.014 for the 1995-96
school year. That's an increase of 2.9 percent over the 1994-95 total of $3,900. Last year's increase was also just under 3 percent
The total cost of attending JMU - including $4,680 for room and board - will go from this year's total of $8.444 to $8,694 for Virginia students. That's a 3 percent increase.
Tuition and fees for out-of-state students will rise from $7.994 this year to $8,294 in 1995-96 - an increase of 3.8 per cent. Total
costs for out-of-state students will rise 3.5 percent- from $12.538 to $12,974. (The $4,680 charge for rOOf!l and board charges is the
same for in-state and out-of-state students.)
According to figures from the State Council of Higher Education. JMU's 1994-95 .in-state tultiop is exactly in tge mlqdle qf tbe
state's 15 senior public colleges and universities. The university's position relative to other . schools Is expected tq,1 <;hl!ng~. little, if.\if% ..
In 1995-96. For out-of-state students. JMU's costs are lower than nine puq!lc other colleges and uoJverS"itleS'and Qigher than five.
Tuition for graduate students w:is increased from $126 pili credit hour ~P $131 percredifhour for Virginians and fro!i\~3~1 .to
$363 for nonNtrginlans.
~
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Antebellum letters and electronic surfing

Gifts support Carrier LibrarYs infostretch

Peggy Burruss ('45)

Two major gifts to Carrier Librruy accent the acrobatics college
librarians perform in this new age of information wheeling and dealing.
A $10,000 gift from Peggy Burruss (' 45) stretches back to touch
the Civil War and highlight the continuing role libraries play in collecting and archiving historical documents.
Her gift supports the library's Special Collections department, to
which she had earlier donated her personal collection of Confederate and Colonial era family letters. At that time, Burruss established
an endowment fund in part to care for the letters. JMU used the fund
to hire a student to make a transcription of the letters.
Proceeds from Burruss' most recent gift to the endowment fund
will probably be used to purchase a special photocopier "that is
kinder to sensitive materials," says head librarian Barbara Miller.
Over the years, Burruss has contributed $47,620 to JMU, mostly
to the library.
A $3,000 gift from Martha Boaz ('32) to the library's faculty development fund reaches ahead to strengthen the electronic high wire
act of the future.
The fund supports expenses for travel and professional conferences at a time when the world's librarians find themselves the

·~ Eubank honors

electronic test pilots of a'whole new realm of vast information networking systems.
The role of the library is changing from storing books within its
own four walls to accessing information, wherever it is located
around the world, using the information superhighway
"There's just something new around every corner," Miller says.
Boaz, herself a retired librarian, appreciates the new demands on
her profession and the need for faculty to continue learning by
attending computer conferences.
"Librarians are showing up at all of them," says Dennis Robison,
dean of Integrated Learning Resources. ILR a new unit created
through restructuring, combines Carrier Library and all academic
computer support systems. Seeing other librarians at these conferences "is a nice validation of the mainstream of our program. It's the
whole reaso.n for Integrated Learning Resources."
Boaz, for whom Carrier Library's Martha Boaz Reference Room
was named, has been a loyal JMU donor, contributing $27,800 over
the years. She was a library science major at JMU and retired as
dean of the library school at the University of Southern California.

parents with scholarship

Board of Vi?!to.rs member Carol Eldridge. Eubank, C6.2) has pledged $10,000 to establish an endowed scholarship in memory of her parents; EtfzaQetl;\ a.pd Melvin Eldt.idge,
Ellhanf<.w;ho-major~d inbu?ines? admin!strationeat JMU, i$ a propertY and casualty specialist with Cr~star Insurance in Richmond. She
also served on theJMU Alumnl Board of Directors and as presiden"t of that board frorp 1986-88.
lf..itwetenit for Eubank'
Eubank ~elams, sije
Sidep H~ und~St<\fl:

Jean Carol Eldridge Eubank ('62)
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Former NAACP leader celebrates King's Dream

Asides

The annual weekend-long celebration of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday closed with a keynote speech by former NAACP leader Dr. Benjamin
Chavis. In his speech. Chavis called for unity among African Americans.

Board of Visitors member Sandra
Mims Rowe was featured on the

challenged JMU students to work to increase minority enrollment and to

cover of the December 1994

increase African-American participation on campus. He is the author of

issue of American Journalism

two books, An American Political Prisoner: Appeals for Human Rights and
Dr. Benjamin Chavis

O n T h e Cover

Review. Rowe is editor of Port-

land's The Oregonian and former

Psalms from Prison.

executive editor of the VirginianPilot and Ledger-Star in Norfolk.

frOmacademia

Gilbert Trelawny
U ndergraduate
R esearch Fund
Undergraduate Researchers

Faculty and Pottgen gifts establ'ish research fund
JMU donors have ensured that future biology majors will continue
to ber1efit from the leadership of Dr. Gilbert Trelawny, who retired last
December after 22 years as department head and almost three
decades of teaching in biology.
To mark Trelawny's retirement, his colleagues and students established the Gilbert Trelawny Undergraduate Research Fund with a collective gift of $2,300. The Pottgen Family Foundation added $9,600 to
create a permanent endowment that will allow the department each
year to spend the earned interest on undergraduate research.
"Trelawny took a classical biology program and expanded it to the
leading edge of molecular biology. He encouraged undergraduate
research as a way to participate in and emphasize active learning,"
says new biology department head Dr. Martha Powell. ''This fund is
an appropriate way to honor him and his influence on the quality of
the biology program."
The fund will provide the resources for students to conduct
research, publish their findings and attend research conferences,
where "they learn about the whole climate and culture of science."
Powell says. ''The experience makes the reality of becoming a scientist more attainable."
Even the mechanics of the undergraduate research fund will assist
students in their science education, Powell says. A committee of faculty and students will disperse the funds based on proposals submitted by undergraduates. The procedure follows closely that of the
larger research world. Thus, students learn about the reality of grants
funding, how to write effective grant proposals and participate in peer
evaluation and critical thinking.
"There are three elements students require to conduct research at a
university: Space, faculty supervision and funding," Powell says. "The
Pottgen Family Foundation has helped provide the final ingredient."
The Pottgen Family Foundation was established by Dr. Paul Pottgen
·('69), a member of the JMU Alumni Board of Directors. He is an
entrepreneur and developer in the biomedical field. After getting his
academic start in JMU's biology department, Pottgen received his

Hwnanist Awards Named for 1995
Dr. John J. Butt of history and Laurie L Kutch ins of English are the
recipients of the 1995 Edna To Schaeffer Humanist Award.
The award is given annually to faculty members for specific scholarly
research projects to be conducted during the summer. Recipients
receive up to $3.500 each. They will present public lectures on their
research in the spring of 1996.
Butt will prepare "From Agriculture to Botany: The Foundation of a Science in Seventeenth-Century England." Butt's scholarly specialization is
the relationshi p of agriculture to science and biology..
Kutchi ns' topic is "Weather Stories." She is a creative writer. poet. former newspaper reporter and author of Between Towns. a book of poetry
exploring her relationship with the American West
The Shaeffer award is funded through an endowment established by a
bequest from the estate of the late Evelyn Pugh ('36). It is named for
Edna T. Shaeffer, a member of JMU's music fac ulty for 40 years.

Roberto Torrijos
Holly Barraclough
Julie Reel
Current Project

DNA sequencing of the plant
Arabidopsis -thaliana

Sequence previously unreported
Repeating sequencing for
verification
Will publish findings in research
journal
Biology professors Grace Wyngaarc/ and Reid Harris with retired
department head Gil Trelawny (center).
Significance

Ph.D. from Thomas Jefferson Medical School and then went on to
build successful businesses.
He sold his Med-Chek Laboratories and now concentrates on
PAP Enterprises/MOl Corp., which has developed calorie-counter
wrist wear and moisture-indicator strips for diapers. He also has a
vested interest in Life-Chek Corp., developers of on-the-spot blood
sugar and cholesterol level biosensors and cardiac fitness test systems and products.
JMU and Thomas Jefferson Medical School are regular recipients
of Pottgen and his foundation.
"He donates very quietly," Powell says.
The undergraduate research fund honoring Trelawny, who was a
professor during Pottgen's undergraduate years, symbolizes a continued emphasis on student research in the biology program.
"We hope to build it over the years into a sum that can support
the work of many students at one time," Powell says.

Minskoff named Mosier Fellow
Dr. J. Gerald Minskoff, professor of special education, is the recipient of the 1995 Mosier Fellowship. The award will support Minskoffs
research into "Using Mediation to Resolve Disputes in Special Education: Facilitating Due Process for Parents and School Personnel."
The fellowship recognizes and supports the work of faculty of the
College of Education and Psychology. The award was established in
1992 to honor the late Dr. Earl Mosier and Ruth Mosier.
Dr. Mosier was an administrative specialist on President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's advisory committee on education. He was academic
dean for the school of education at Eastern Michigan University,
assistant commissioner for higher education for New Jersey and professor of education at Montclair State College.
Mrs. Mosier, who lives in Harrisonburg, earned her bachelor's and
master's degrees in home economics from Iowa State University and
taught at Michigan State.

Documents another gene for
science
Helps predict what proteins can
be formed
Makes another gene available for
isolation, experimentation and
application to human enterprises

Students Steer
Supervisors

Two teams of marketing and hospitality students created a comprehensive marketing plan to increase
the role that tourism plays in the
economic activity of Bath County.
During the spring semester. eight
students met periodically with
civic and business leaders, conducted research and presented
the final plan to the Bath County
Board of Supervisors.

!Jvfontpe{ier
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Asides

By invitation only
MOVING ON

Jazz Ensemble Is Switzerland-bound
Dr. Paul Cline

The nationally acclaimed JMU Jazz

Retiring after
34 years
atJMU
Professor
of political
science
and law

Ensemble will appear this summer in the
Olympics of the jazz world - the prestigious
Montreaux Jazz Festival in Switzerland,
where performance is by invitation only:
Dr. Paul Cline

Was the first political science
teacher ever hired (1961)
Today there are 30 faculty members in the department

SeNed as JMU's first political science department head in 1969-71
SeNed as a delegate to Virginia's
House of Delegates from 1986-87

Dr. Robert E. Holmes
Named dean
of Babson
Graduate
School of Business at Babson
College in
Massachusetts.

Since the invitation was received in
February, the ensemble and individual
players and JMU's development staff
swung into action to raise the expense
money for the July 7-22 festival.
The top offers students the thrill of perawarded the recording a four-star rafing out of a tof.ru five

some of the European culture. Some school groups in pre;

stars. The group has just finished its second recording and

vious years have prodb.ced Live at Montreux recorqs from

its release is pending.

the tapes made there.

During his
Dr. Robert
12 years as
E. Holmes
JMU's
dean of the College of
Business. Holmes:
• initiated major restructuring
• established numerous outreach
and research centers
• created Virginia's first school of
accounting
• helped secure funding for a $10
million state-of-the-art building
for the college
• substantially increased funding
for the college from external
sources
• established an executive advisory
council

New Director
School of Theatre
and Dance

"An invitation of this professional and international
stature is unique to the School of Music," says Gunnar
Mossblad, coordinator of JMU's jazz studies program and
director of the Jazz Ensemble.
Appearing at the Montreux festival is a "great opportunity
for the students.~ says Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president
for academic affairs. "It-gives them a chance to get keyed
into the international jazz scene, which is important since
jazz is an international art form. The festival is known to
attract musicians and fans from around the world. It's a
wonderful way of giving students experience in a variety of
settings, and giving exposure to our students and faculty
internationally," Oberst adds.
The ensemble last fall was featured in Downbeat magazine
after releasing a CD recording titled Joy: The Music of John
Coltrane, which was released worldwide. The magazine

succeeds Dr.
Tom Arthur.
devote more

Bill Buck

directing.
writing and acting on campus
and abroad.
• Buck specializes in set and
lighting design
• Ru ns Children's Playshop, a
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perform at the Newport Jazz Festival in Nice, France, but
could not find the money to go, Mossblad said.
The list of renowned jazz artists the band has performed
with is extensive. Among these are David Liebman, Tommy
Newsom, Jack Sheldon, Bill Watrous, Steve Houghton, Kai
Winding, Marv Stamm, John Fedchock, and J.J. Johnson.

by Teresa Brumback

The fledgling

put 20 JMU
nursing students
into local publ ic
middle and high
schools to offer
AIDS prevention
educati on.

t o 4,000 public

Versen says.

seNed.

So far. 2,000
school students
have been

head, Dr. Vida Huber. 'They have to come to terms w it h ... the issues
much m ore potently. Because of the growing epidemic. it's going to be
a major thing to deal with in th eir professional lives.''

Medicare and Social Security

Nursing students and faculty also helped establish a new rural health

W ellness and disease prevention
Transportation in rural areas

Vida Huber

"It's been very important for our nursing stud ents.'' says department

On the Agenda:
High cost s of healt h care

strengthen ties with arts schools.

the Count Basie festival. In 1979 the group was invited to

pulse of aging Am erica, to look at issues
fro m an intergenerational perspective, t o
take concerns and recomm endati ons and
develop resolutions that delegates lwouldl
vote on during the May conference."

Institutio nal care vs. long-term care

cal theater concentration and

Quinnipiac Jazz Festival, and in 1993 earned top honors at

Programs has

company of JMU students

theater offerings, enhance musi-

Association of Jazz Educators Convention in Dallas and
Washington, D.C. It won the top band trophy at the 1981

The conference. which w as first held under the Eisenhower Admin is-

who perform for children.
• Plans to expand non-W estern

Basie Band Invitational Jazz Festival and the International

Center for HIV

'The goal lwasl to get our fi nger on the

teaching.

ing at the Glassboro Collegiate jazz Festival, the Count

Greg Versen was part of history in the making during the White House
Conference on Aging in May.

sideration at th e conference.

time to

vals from Canada to Texas and throughout the East, includ-

Nurses address potent issues

The associate professor of social work served as the conference's assoc iate director of research and prepared policy recom mendations for con-

who will

The JMU Jazz Ensemble, first organized by Dr. George
West in 1971, has performed concerts, clinics and jazz festi-

Versen goes to White House

tration in 1961, is held once every 10 years. Out of it comes a host of
legislative and policy recommendations to be presented to the president
and congress mirroring the mo~t vital issues in aging America.

• William Buck

j

funning at the festival, rubbing elbows
With professional musicians and soaking up

GregVersen

center in Page County.
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Fulbright to send Nickels to Belgium
The coveted Fulbright Scholar award will find Dr. Cameron C. Nickels posted
to the assignment of his choice - the Universite of Leige in Belgium, where he'll
teach Mark Twain, American literature survey and American studies.
"I'm really looking forward to teaching in another culture," Nickels says. ''I'm
interested in learning what they believe about Americans and how they came
to believe it."
Nickels will live in Belgium from January to June 1996. His previous international travel amounts to three days in Luxembourg.
Cameron Nickels
"In many respects, this is the culmination of the things that I've done," Nickels says. But he's not ready to characterize the Fulbright as the last big occurrence of his scholarly career. He's anxious to see what comes of his Belgian adventure.
He does not plan to engage in research while in Belgium, preferring to concentrate exclusively on his
teaching assignment. Instead, he believes, potential study topics will come as a result of his Leige teaching.
Nickels' work on his current project, a book titled The Autobiography ofElizabeth Oakes Smith, has
been put into high gear. He wants to complete the manuscript on the 19th century poet, novelist and feminist lecturer before leaving the United States. His term as president of the American Humor Studies Association will also end in December. One of his duties as president involves leading a session on "Gender
and Humor" at the Modern Language Association's convention in Chicago after Christmas.
He'll also turn over editorial responsibility of To Wit, the newsletter of the humor association, to another
writer, at least temporarily. Nickels has edited the publication since its inception in 1991.
Nickels joins a small group of JMU faculty members who have been named Fulbright Scholars.

by Janet Smith

Research maps
out Battlefield
Two professors are researching
and documenting the Cool
Spring Battlefield site through a
National Battlefield Protection
Program grant to Clarke County.
Dr. Clarence Geier of sociology
and anthropology and Ann
McCleary of American Studies
are preparing a National Register
nomination that will define the
battlefield's boundaries and historic and archaeological features.
The battle of Cool Spring took
place on July 18, 1864, between
about 3,000 Union soldiers and
4.500 Confederates. About 142
sold iers died and 300 were
severely wounded during the 2-Y,hour engagement.

Baker counts
prison costs
The three-strikes-you're-out rule plus
parole revocation means drastic increases
in financial outlays for new prisons - or a
whole new way of thinking.
"Prison capacity planning" is the alternative developed by information and
decision sciences department head Dr.
Joanna Baker and Dr. Pam Lattimore.
Joanna Baker
If there's no money to build new prisons,
they say, then the solution may be to
change the security emphasis of current prisons - from minimum,
to medium, to maximum and back again - according to population
shifts in the types of convicted criminals.
Their study of North Carolina's extensive prison system was funded
by a grant from the National Institute of Justice and Virginia Tech.

Wills, Willingness
& Will Power
Have you ever heard anyone say, "I want
to die without a will?" Nor have I. While
some people may act like they don't need a
will, I haven't heard anyone actually brag
about it.That's because people seem to
agree that having a will is a good idea.
Actually, when it comes right down to it, no one dies without a will. State government has seen to that They have "written" a general will that stipulates how our estates will be dispersed - if we fail to do this ourselves. The problem is, they
do not know our individual priorities and commitments.
So a personalized will (or other transfer documents such
as a living trust) is of great value. Not only does it provide
peace of mind; it prescribes who you want to handle your
affairs and who will benefit from your estate.
We in the development department of James Madison
University have discovered that most of our friends and
supporters are quite willing to consider placing JMU in
their estate plans. They believe in our mission and want to
invest part of their estate in our future financial health. The
willingness is there.
Knowing the value of having a will and being willing to
include JMU is commendable ... appreciated. But good
intentions alone will fail to bring the peace of mind a good
will can produce. Nor do good intentions lock in a bequest
to an organization you care about What is needed is
action. And what will help is will power.
Will power can apply to the power and freedom you
have as an individual to make your own choices regarding
the disposition of your estate. Will power can also apply to
the decisiveness and determination in getting a will in place.
Let this little message be a boost to your will power in
moving you to action. Call your attorney and make an
appointment. Fill out and send in the coupon below. If we
can help in any way, contact the Development Office at
JMU, (703) 568-3743 or (800) 296-6162. We are willing
and we have the will power to help you obtain your will.

ntiitl'r::i'tPtH ,S,cieqce an
•to S'L!ppjement the .Salm)/oii<an QUt;;tar'lcf
$01:
Sarah Lanier Tabb Oliver ('22)
The TOW'N Foundation also has funded a.new
four-year scholarship, na.meq the Sarah Lani~r Tabb
Oliver Memorial Scholarship, the targest privately
supported scholarship at JfV\U. The scholars[1ip was awar?ed to freshman Troy-Ann Patterson of Manassas in memory of JMU alumna Sarah Lanier Tabb Oliver C22).
The $6,500 award is renewable for each of the four years Patterson attends JMU.
This newest scholarship is'the second the TOWN Foundation has established tp honor
Oliver. She attended JMU in the early 1920s when it was known as the State Normal
School for Women at Harrisonburg. She died in 1980.
The professorship honors the JMU alumna's husband, the late Thomas L. Oliver. who
founded the TOWN Foundation. a philanthropic organizatron established by members
of Masonic Lodge. No. 1 in Norfolk. The eminent scholar professorship is the 14th to
be established at JMU.
Thomas L. Oliver was a native of Norfolk who graduated from Virginia Tech in 1923.
the same year he became a Master Mason. Oliver. who died in 1993. was AT&T's chief
engineer for the West and Southwest for 32 years.

Clip and Mail
0 Please send me free information about basic estate planning.
0 Please contact me to arrange a personal visit.
0 Please send me information about the JMU Founders Society.
Name _______________________________________
Phone Number _________________________________
Address ------------------------------------City --------------------- State _ _ _ ZIP_ __

Mail completed form to:
Don R Moore, II, Development Office, Sonner Hall,
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Va. 22807
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Asides
Jazzed U p
A saxophone was the ticket from
JMU to Japan for senior Rusty
Blevins. The jazz performance
major, JMU's third. plays his sax
in an All-American jazz group
that entertains Japanese vacationers in a Nagasaki resort. He'll
return in D.ecember to complete
his education.

Wrapped in Russian
Can you go eight weeks without speaking English?
It took a promise of just that for senior Doug Aigner to be accepted into an intensive summer language
program at orwich University, where he will speak only Russian and Czechoslovakian for the duration.
The JMU Russian major has made a habit of finding extra venues to study and practice his language
skills. While he studies the foreign languages at JMU, Aigner teaches English to Russian immigrants. Rockingham County has hired him to help immigrant children adapt to and manage in a new school system.
"! learn more things from teaching these children than l can learn in a classroom," Aigner says. "I
would love to continue working with children. Kids are fun to work with."
Aigner says he became intrigued by Russia and the Russian language when the Communist Party fell
from power and the Soviet Union dissolved.
"This inspired me to study the languages because I knew that there would be plenty of opportunity," he
says. "Russian historY has always been really interesting to me as well as Russian art and music."
"In my future I hope to teach English or Western history either over there lin Russia! or to immigrants. I
would be a teacher and I would be using their language to teach them mine and the history of American
culture."
Doug Aigner
Location aside, Aigner hopes to continue working with childrer.. He feels it is important for young children to start learning other languages.
"The American students in the class see me working with a Russian student and see that I not only speak English but another language as
well and I think it is a good influence on them," he says. "They can see how important getting this kind of skill is, especially in this time of the
global marketplace."
by Lisa M. Denny {97)

Aging and Evolution
The JMU

Center has
evolved into
the Family
Resources

Cecil Bradfield

Center.

Snowbound
science student

PoUution Detector

Gerontology

The expanded program focuses on
the study, research and application

Wlggin9 of biology has
"O:e1¥t;l<>PeO:alab technique thataiws to
~lnpolntthe source of fecal contaminaw~tersamples. The technique
dasstnes.'rt. as hurnaf'l or specific li~e
~toc~ pouftry or wild animals.

of knowledge concerning the fam-

Wiggins' method takes data on fecal

ily. It specifically views aging in the

bacterta's resistance to antibiotics and
use$ a computer statistical analysis that
classifies the organisms based on their
patterns of resistance.

context of, rather than isolated
from, family issues. One emphasis
of the center is the study and promotion of elderly life and care in
the home and not in institutional
settings.
"We focus on the possibilities of
aging, not disabilities," says coordinator Dr. Cecil Bradfield.
The center's outreach involves students through minors in gerontology and fam ily issues in commu-

His research could result in new

approaches for water testing for state
qOd federal agencies. lt is funded by a
$1(),000 grandrom the Virginia Water
Resource Center and matching funds

from J.MU,
dents workiQg wlth Wiggins are Rob&ina Leech and /y\arJel, Ltrnioco.

Bruce Wiggins

The Boy Scouts of America have
selected sophomore Ernst H. "Kass" Kastning to participate in the 1995 U.S. Scientific Program in Antarctica, sponsored by
the National Science Foundation.
The 19-year-old integrated science
and technology student was chosen
from among I53 Eagle Scouts nationwide and fi'om three finalists chosen for
their academic accomplishments and
overall Boy Scouts record. The finalists
also were evaluated on their record of
.outdoor activities and wilderness survival skills.
Kastning, who is interested in energy, .
the environment and biotechnology,
will be required to work and camp at
remote sites in perpetual sub-zero temperatures. He will be the eighth Boy
Scout to participate in the Antarctic
program since scout Paul Siple accompan ied Adm. Richard Byrd to the frozen
continent in 1929.

nity programs.

Humpback comeback

One of the great things about JMU is its academic

Grad stude nt Susan Barco was

programs. These programs rely on contributions

part of a Virginia M arine Science

from alumni, parents, and

research team studying the return
of humpback w hales to Virgin ia

friend~.

Your gift to the

Greater University Fund will ensure JMU's continued

Beach. The team counted as many

growth and excellence.

as 20 whales off the coast. "Th ese
ani mals are big. real b ig. and very
stro ng." Barco ~ays. "One fli ck of
th ei r tails and th ey're out of here."

Please remember to fulfill your pledge to the Greater University
Fund by June 30. Help make James Madison University great

8
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The Greater University Fund
c/o Development Office
Sonner Hall .
James Madison University
Harrisonburg. VA 22807
(703) 568-3863

Academic

Connections
Academic

Programs
lfVIEWE.B

Flexible Career Path for Faculty. Plan would allow
some faculty to concentrate on teaching and some on
scholarly activities at different points in their careers.
Graduation Requirements reduced. Number of
hours required for graduation reduced from 128 to
120, allowing students to complete their course of
study sooner, freeing up class space and saving
money for the taxpayer and the student.

·Six disciplines underwent extensive program
review dur ing 1994-95:
Merit Pay for Faculty. Plan will
pnysfcs, health sciences adminreward faculty on the basis of their
liltratlon. the.MED program in eduperformance in relation to departmental,
cation, the MBA program in business,
college and university objectives.
fomign languages and literatures and
the Human Development Center. Fifteen
K•12 Partnerships. Various
more programs have been selected for proefforts are under way to
gt.lm review during 1995-96. The physics
enhance the extensive
major, which was eliminated In its present form,
partnerships already
i ·
both internal and external review in hopes
established between
oping a physics major that is more attractive
university and
for studehts who seek a bachelor's degree as their
~12 pubflc
terminaLiJegree.
educii"tiqp.

the

B1:[BUC[B
J:

~velopin~ compete~cy-based le~rning initiatives

tn commumcat1on, English and fore1gn languages.
Other competency-based programs are being developed. Assessment
studies have provided the basis for the Speech Communication Credit
by Exam Program.

*

PfO
MER
, DE

Colleges merged. In order to form an organizational
unit of more closely aligned disciplines, the College of
Arts aljd,J.eHers was created through a merger of the College of
Communication and The Arts with the letters and humanities disciplines from the College of Letters and Sciences. The new college is
headed by a provost. Dr. Richard F. Whitman, who was formerly dean
of the College of Communication and The Arts.

CREATED.

Colege of Science and Mathematics was created
from the sciences and mathematics disciplines of the
College of Letters and Sciences. This new college is headed by interim
dean and biology professor. Dr. Norm Garrison.

BESTRUCTUBED

College of Education and Psychology
restructures. Four education departments have
been consolidated into the School of Education. The new school requires
a double major. Students will major in education and another discipline
outside of education. This meets the Commonwealth of Virginia's
requirement that future teachers major in an academic discipline and
pair it with another major in education so students have sufficient
breadth in their training.
College of Business restructured. The college conducted an
exte)Jsfve review of all its academic programs and offerings
and consolidated all of its business and economic outread! centers into one megacenter.

REVIEWED

Economic Development. Regional economic development. outreach activity during the year included the
formalization of the Shenandoah Valley Partnership: the
expansion of the Small Business Development Center; and
the creation of the Center for Geographic Information
Systems for basic economic development data
'nimester Prototype. Summer session
modified so a student who wishes to
graduate in three years can receive a
full semester of credits during a
summer session.

General Education (Liberal
Studies) offerings are
being reviewed to ensure that students
'receive...a solid liberal education and
allow them to prepare for their professions.

career Services. Two pro·

grams integrated to ensure
that students take courses
toward their,deg(l:les
andi
.aratlqn
formea gful
~areers. f

Ove~ the last two years,
JMU's innovative changes
have added up to bold leadership in the restructuring of
~ higher education in Virginia.
JMU began Its efforts even
before the state's public colleges and universities were
told that the health of their
funding would be tied to
the quality of their restructuring plans. JMU's has been
praised as the best in the
state. A reviewer of the
plan called' it "an extraordinary document that sets the
standard for restructuring in
Virginia." President Ronald
E. Carrier has guided JMU's
endeavor at the insistence
of the Board of Visitors and
the Virginia legislature.

EmphasisOn
Technology

Universal Networking. The university is on schedule to 'meet
its goal of fall 1995 for connecting all faculty and staff desktop
computers to the campuswide network The project wiH
enhance communications capabilities throughoutJMU.

Administrative positions reduced, consolidated. Restructuring
· has resulted in the reduction in the number of vice presidents from
five to four and the elimination of two assistant vice presidents'
positions and one dean's position.
Number of commissions reduced from seven to four.
Number of universitywide commiHees reduced from 32 to 20.
Colleges and departments reducing their numbers of committees.

Procurement, Accounts Payable, Personnel, Payroll. Fadftties
Management reviewed. Extensive studies have been made .of
these functions at JMU with a variety of recommendations ma<!e
for improving efficiency of operations.

. Integrated lnfonnation System with common databases,
development and query tools will vastly increase the efficiency qt
operations in admissions, financial aid and records and enabling
enhancements in classroom instruction.

Outsourcing under consideration. Studies are being
made to determine whether it would be more feasi·
ble to have certain services at JMU operated by prl·
vate firms rather than the university.

Advanced technology being integrated into
all College of Integrated Science and TechnoiOgf offerings.

The Multimedia Center is part of Carrier Library and incorporates ~ous mediabased teaching programs.

CataVAX, the JMU undergraduate catalog. is now on-line
making it available on computer for campus,wJde, and eventually,
e syllabi and other
worldwide, access. Inclusion of individ
important information into this form oft
alogue comes next.

Administration
Expanded Autonomy. A number of
increased efficiencies could take place if JMU iS
allowed to assume greater autonomy · many
operational areas. The university is re
g
decentralized authority for a number of func·
tions in personnel services, procurement;
finance and accounting.

Academic Advising and

A total of 69 courses that were under-

enrolled or not meeting departmental, college or
universitfgoals were eliminated, and course offerings in the .University
Catalog yv~re reduced by 11 percent.

Co.NJII'UEB

College of Integrated Science and Technology enrollment is
expected to be 1.700 students in the fall of 1995 with more than 300 in
the new Integrated Science and Technology curriculum. Thirty-seven faculty and staff have been hired to support the new enrollment. Work is
under way on the first major new academic building for CISAT and a
bridge spanning Interstate 81 to CISATwill be finished this fall.

Carrier Library shifts emphasis to
Information retrieval via computer networking
rather than book storage so students can
access materials throughout the world.

Comprehensive Planning. A revised
comprehensive planning process for
the university was approved and
implemented.

Interactive multimedia classrooms in development.
JMU is eyeing 14 new facilities based on JMU's present
Classroom of the 21 st Century, a nationally-recognized
model of technology and multimedia in t eaching.

::Montpefier
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Rebecca Logan's heart is with the people.
Which often puts her neck on th e chopping
block. During an eight-month Christian
Peacekeeping Team mission, Logan ('93)
served as th e eyes and ears of the world
and th e unwanted conscience of Haiti's
military dictatorship.

"You need to take a stand," says Rebecca
Logan ('93) of her risk-taking in Haiti. "You
can't let fear of death get in the way of life."

10
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She took on a crucial role as advocate of the people, first under the brutal
rule of Gen. Raoul Cedras and later during the rocky transition to power of restored
Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. In her activism, the front lines of danger
and the front lines of history converged. Logan witnessed beatings, shootings and
arson. She and her group had guns pulled on them. They were shot at.
"I was there during the hardest days of the military dictatorship," Logan says. "I saw
how they [the Haitian people[ struggled through the arrests, killings and intimidation."
When she went to the Caribbean country, she lived every day under Cedras'
repressive rule - without U.S. protection, because to circumvent the U.S. embargo of
the country, she had entered Haiti on her French passport. But JMU's magna cum
laude graduate did not play it safe.
"We served as an international deterrent," she says.
Logan and her fellow volunteers monitored repression and abuse and sent that
information by mail and computer E-mail to U.S. and Canadian agencies fo r worldwide
consumption. She marched into prisons and jails and demanded to inspect prisoners
to ensure that they were in fact alive and well and not being tortured.
"We investigated murders and documented eyewitness reports and evidence,"
says Logan, who doubled-majored in international relations and political science and
minored in economics.
Logan's specific mission with CPT was to protect.pro-democracy activists from
government-sponsored reprisals, which often took the form of beatings, torture and
killings by members of the Haitian paramilitary organization, FRAPH. Logan's charge
was a Catholic priest, Pe Joachin Samdey, in the Jeremie parish of St. Helen, where
she stood vigil and lived in Samdey's church.
. "He was targeted for repression because his parish was the first to write to
Aristide to encourage him to run for president," Logan explains.
As the summer of 1994 progressed, the tension on the streets of Jeremie
increased with the looming possibility of a U.S. invasion, which could start a full-blown
war with her in its midst.
"There were so many threats," Logan says. "There was such uncertainty. Planes
flew over at night. We didn't know if the U.S. was to invade."
"Two hundred drunken demonstrators supported by the Haitian military ... threatened to attack poor neighborhoods if there
is an invasion of Haiti by foreign troops," one of Logan's reports to the United States said. "Demonstrators shouted, 'Death to
Pe Samdey,' the local priest who has worked tirelessly to help poor communities. - Because of CPT's presence, a demonstrator
reached inside his shirt to pull out a gun."
The U.S. invasion was short-circuited when former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, Gen. Colin Powell and Sen. Sam Nunn
negotiated an agreement that caused the Haitian military leaders to relinquish power and prepared the way for Aristide's return.
But the threats remained even as U.S. troops entered the country peaceably. Those threats were not empty, because the Haitian
military and FRAPH still brandished guns.
When Cedras left the country on Oct. 5, Logan witnessed the Haitian people take to the streets, celebrating and shouting
"Cedras Ale! Cedras Ale! (Cedras is gone!)." She also saw the vacated homes of the celebrants go up in smoke, retaliation by
rogue FRAPH members.
Awaiting Aristide's return, she continued to monitor reprisals, send eyewitness reports to the United States, translate documents
for the press and serve as both a source and a connection for The New York Times' Larry Rogers.
"The people were reluctant to talk to reporters," Logan says, "but they felt they could trust us. We set up connections, translated
and helped interview people. We had contacts to get the news out."
When Aristide returned on Oct. 15, her reports chronicled both joy and violence:
"In every town they [CPT! passed, they encountered people singing and dancing in the streets .... An argument broke out
between the military and the crowd .... The Haitian soldiers fired shot after shot, killing a 13-year-old boy." As CPT inqu ired into
events "the military fired again dispersing the crowd."
Logan and a colleague were the CPT members investigating the murder, the ones being shot at.
"We tried to document these things if they were ever to be brought to justice," Logan explains.
After the U.S. military forces arrived, "we sort of developed this all-purpose kind of role," she says. "We just pitched in."
She continued her protection of Sam dey and used her mastery of English, French and Spanish and her growing knowledge of
Creole to interpret for the Americans and the Haitians. Often it was Logan who approached the Americans because the Haitians were
afraid and distrustful of foreigners they saw as historically associated with Cedras. She handed over the documentation of crimes to
U.S. military intelligence, compiled lists of FRAPH and military members who had guns so they could be confiscated in the U.S. buy-

The people of Jeremie demonstrate to take back their public
water fountain, the only source. of water for a neighborhood
of 4,000. FRAPH had arrested the town's water committee
and installed secret pipes to divert the water to rich people
who would pay bribes to corrupt officials.

"I thought this scene was symbolic," Logan says. The mural was painted by the people of Port au Prince.
The barbed wire was put there by the U.S. military.

People from both the town and the countryside tum out in force and stage a parade for Aristide's visit to
Jeremie in January.

back program. Despite her efforts, however, these
criminals rarely were prosecuted in spite of stated
U.S. intentions to help Aristide build authority
and democracy.
Though violence was an everyday danger
in Haiti, Logan prefers to talk now about the
strength, dignity and sense of community of
the people of Jeremie.
"It was very rewarding, a learning experience,
to share with that community," she says. "It gives
us a special bond. It was encouraging to see how
the people resisted and witness their fight for
dignity. The people didn't succumb. Aristide had
won the election with 67 percent of the vote in
a field with nine other candidates. They wouldn't
settle for less than that. That's why the coup
didn't work. It was encouraging to see people
work together, risk themselves and their families
and retaliation. They hid each other."
Logan's own contributions did not go unnoticed by the people of Jeremie.
"We had served as a voice for others," she
says. "We took a stance in the community.
Many of the people couldn't even speak with
us because of what might ·happen to them. B'ut
as we were preparing to leave, a lot of those
people thanked us. They remembered us when
we went to the jail to check on people, that we
did what they couldn't do - be a witness in that
community. We deterred violence."
Logan's achievements also led to £orne historic and professional opportunities.
"We met with Aristide when he came to
Jeremie in January," Logan says. She also gained
satisfaction knowing that many of her reports
reached the desk of Boutros Boutros-Gali, secre-

tary-general of the United Nations. Because of the
rapport and credibility she had built with the people of Jeremie, she was offered positions with the
Organization of American States and the U.N.
But instead of extending her stay as an official
of a political body, Logan returned to the United
States in February with her sense of allegiance
directly to the people of Jeremie intact.
Haiti's fate is not yet secure, as Haitians of different loyalties continue to push and pull. And
Logan's future is no more.firm. She may return to
Haiti with CPT to monitor the upcoming elections.
She's also been invited by Servicio Internacional
para Ia Paz to assist in the establishment of an
international coalition of peacekeepers, observers
and mediators in Chiapas, Mexico, where there is
unrest between the people and the government.
Graduate school is just a matter of when for
Logan, who plans to study cultural anthropology.
If she goes to Mexico or return~ to Haiti, danger
will surely welcome her, since so much rides on
the elections. But the potential for physical danger
will not guide her decision.
"I grew up in Colombia during a civil war," she
says matter-of-factly and shrugs. But her explanation is more philosophical.
"It's not me who determines when my time
comes," Logan says. "You need to take a stand.
You can't let fear of death get in the way of life.
Standing up takes a lot of little steps. If you
can't stand up to the little ones, you can't stand
up for the big ones. You need to step in. Enough
people don't do that. That's why there's so
much injustice."

by Pam Brock

Graffiti reveals neighborhood sentiments. The fighting rooster,
Aristide's campaign logo, symbolizes the strength and persistence that is valued in the popular, H gruesome, sport of cockfighting. "It's a grass roots symbol," Logan explains. The Guinea
hen stands for former Haitian dictator Poppa Doc Duvalier, his
Ton Ton Macoutes secret police and, by extension, Cedras' military regime. The weapons painted over by the international symbol for "No" are self-explanatory.
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Outrage at the Oscars

Asides
M ajor Awar ds
a nd Accolades

"THRILLING!"
tOUlOOO ~tONI

II

David Letterman's

s Top Ten List during

AIISTERPIECE!"
CMC.&OOSUN· ""'~

"SPEllBINDING!"
NIW$WIIk

emy Awards ceremony

II

ASTONISHING!"
friffW YO.IOSf

·"AMAZING!"

on March 27

• Rated #1 by Siskel and Ebert
The LA Times' Kenneth Turan
and The Washington Post's Hal
Hinson and Rita Kemply
• Listed in more than 1 00
Top 10 lists by top critics
• Special recogn ition IFP West
Independent Spirit Award

ftiW fOIR NQ.Y NfW$

• New York Film Critics' Award

'The No.6

for Best Documentary

ie you're watch-

• Named Best Documentary by
National Society of Film Critics

ing will not w

it's a beauti-

fully made doc

kids in the inner

• Dubbed Top Film by five
regional critics associations:
Los Angeles, New York, Chicago,
Boston and Texas

s=ity trying to real iz

• Named Best Documentary by
the National Board of Review

I

sional basketball."

• 1994 Sundance Film Festival
Audience Award for Best
Documentary
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No. 6 was a direct bash at the Ac e
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences fo
the critically acclaimed and popular
Dreams during the nomination proc
Documentary.
Letterman didn't leave it at that. At the start of
the broadcast, just after AMPAS president
Arthur Hiller had made his introducto~
remarks, Letterman said:
"If Arthur Hiller's still in· the hall, the
couple of guys in ,the parking lot who
talk to him about Hoop Dreams."
Both jabs received big laughs from t
assembled celebrity actors, directors, p
cinematographers, writers, editors and other
members and guests of the academy.
"The distinctive feeling of the audience at
Shrine Auditorium was of wanting Hoop
Dreams to win something," says Steve James
('77), co-maker of the film and a member
star-studded audience.
Winning an Oscar requires being nominate~
Hoop Dreams was, of cqurse, ·
fit~ editing
category - a high honor Indeed.
otnination offered co-editor James tl:le longest o( long
shots (aside from thC!SyiDpfitnyvote) against
four feature film competitors ... including
megawinner Forrest Gump. But Hoop [).ream$
was snubbed in the category for \1\.hich fifm ctit~
ics and even Hollywood considered the film a
shoo-in, the documentary category.
Sour grapes? Nope. The list of awards Hoop
Dreams did win is long and exemplary. By not
winning an Oscar, the film started a firestorm in
Hollywood. TO.e reaetiQ!l was immediate when
Hoop Dre s W'a$ not artiqng the documentary
nominees
bUneed by tn~ academy in
February. NeW.S sJ:tpws, !lim columnists, ~~
journals and celebrft:les, including Siskel ~
Ebert, Dustin Hofiinan, Danny DeVito, Robert
Redford and Paul Newman, voiced dismay and
disgust or called for an investigation and reform
of the nominating process for docqmentad!;ls.
The documentary nominees are selected by

12
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while each of the other 12
of the academy chooses its own
meaning that actors nominate actors,
i"li<'i>l"t~¥r<: nominate directors, and so on.
t<Ptt~rmr Pr<> want to bring the documentary nomination procedure into line with the others by
creating a documentary branch of the academy.
Throughout the tumult Hoop Dreams' omissi created, James has been discreetly low-key
n as a guest of Nightline, lamenting Hoop
s' predicament. The program aired
·i '
tly after the awards show and featured film
'eiiti Roger Ebert and award-winning filmmak'ets arbara Coppell and Michael Apted.
While swallowing his disappointment, James
~·· also has been counting his enormous good
e,k Oscar or no Oscar. By the time of nominas, Hoop Dreams had grossed about $7 mil, not much by feature film standards, but a
for a documentary. An unprecedented devel~l.ll;;lk!!.A'VJ..,ta!._ldocumentary filrri was the release·
of a .!lai<le~J
about Hoop Dreams. The
fil
continued when its "stars"
son play. Arkansas' Arthur
hed with President Clinton
pionships, and Marquette's
William Gates appeared in articles when, during
the NIT, his son, \Xfilliam Jr., was born.
"Everybody's been talking about Hoop
Dreams," James says. "Where's the Pope?'
somebody said the oth.e r day. 'I'm getting a little
miffed at the Pope.' - I'm joking," he adds.
Then there was the rush of attending the
Academy A~ards
(Viewers who
watched closely
ing the
"If was
hopped
Winners. r
producer's! Oscar."
"The most thrilling part was before the show
when you Walk in from the outside," he says.
",Stars willll; \,lp a red carpet to the entrance. I've

·-e

Continued ·on page EIO

• Special Award of Merit from

on videocassette

the Producers Guild of America

James hosts Hoop Dreams
screening, receives alumni award
Steve James (77) returned to JMU in January to host
an exclusive screening of his critically acclaimed and
highly popular Hoop Dreams and receive JMU's 1994
Outstanding Alumni Achievement Award at halftime of
the William and Mary-JMU basketball game.
James was
accompanied by
his wife, Judy
Roth James (77),
and chi ldren.
Dylan. Carin and
Jackson, all of
whom were born
during the making of Hoop
Dreams.
After the
screen ing. James
.The Jam es gang: Steve ('77), Judy ('77),
answered quesJackson, Dylan and Corin.
tions from the
audience about
the film, filmmaking and his career. Community residents
and JMU's facu lty and students participated in the question-and-answer session. which was punctuated by happy
mad dashes up the center aisle .by 2-year-old Jack
James was the film's director. co-producer and co-editor.
Co-filmmakers were Peter Gilbert and Frederick Marx.

If PGA Tour golfer Mark Carnevale ('82) whistled A Solitary Man
out on the links, the tune wouldn't be out of context
This PGA Tour 1992 Rookie of the Year and 1992 Chattanooga
Classic winner has cultivated a sense of independence and an attitude
of self-reliance thanks to a professional sport that forces players to take
nothing for granted. Especially their winnings. The PGA Tour is a payas-you-play proposition, so from one tournament to the next,
Carnevale's fortunes rise and fall solely on his own performance.
"In other sports, there are other players to take up the slack,"
Carnevale explains. "I don't have anyone else."
There are no teammates to help Carnevale shake off his mistakes
and concentrate on the next shot. He's got to do that on his own. Life
on the road is constant and continual and without team camaraderie.
His work-weeks are seven days long. On Mondays he plays charity or
corporate events. On Tuesday he practices. On Wednesday he plays
PGA pro-am tournaments. And from Thursday to Sunday he plays
the PGA tournaments. Whereupon Carnevale begins the routine
again. Only the locations and the tournaments vary.
"For the first three years I averaged 33 tournaments a year,
maybe a couple more," Carnevale says. "It was a blur. The whole
week is busy."
But he's not complaining.
"What I do I wouldn't trade with anyone in world," he says. "It's
something I've earned."
Entry into th·e PGA Tour is restricted only to the proven elite. And
as professional sports go, its roster is a short one since there are no
team franchises.

uYou have to perform to be successful. You don't
depend on your reputation or other players or a great
collegiate career. You have to go out and prove yourself every day.. And every day is a different day."

A Sludu in Sell-Reliance

"There are so few people who make it my profession," Carnevale
says. "I'm one of 200 people in this country who do what I do."
Carnevale spent nearly eight years ·of practice, preparation and
frustration before he made it - and nearly called it quits first.
"I thought I had given myself every opportunity. I tried to qualifY
for the tour six or seven times," he says. "They started to grow into
one another after awhile. I was almost ready to give up."
Before throwing in the towel, however, Carnevale gave the sixday PGA qualifYing school one last shot in 1991 and put everything
he had behind the effort. Soon, he found, success became a foregone conclusion.
"I could taste it," he says. "I got in better physical shape and I
practiced and practiced and practiced. There was never a doubt
I was going to make it.
"It was one of the most gratifying experiences of my life. And it
was grueling," Carnevale says. "When I finished on the last hole,
I had made it. I had achieved it."
His father's companionship at the school made it even more
memorable.
"I had never seen my father choked up before. My father is very
strong," the son says. "He ruled with an iron hand. As head basketball coach for the Naval Academy for 20 years, he didn't put up with
anything. To see him was unbelievable. It still chokes me up thinking about it. That was worth everything."
At the end of that week-long trial, Carnevale was qualified for the
PGA Tour, and soon after he won the Chattanooga Classic. At the
end of the year, Carnevale was elected by his peers as the tour's
Rookie of the Year.
"It happened so fast," Carnevale says. "People ask what it feels
like when you win. I don't know. It's not like going to the foul line.
It's not just concentrating on one point. It just kind of happens.
I was five shots behind in the last round. The next thing I know,
I was leading and I won."
That success elevated a pro career that has taken Carnevale
around the world, but it hasn't caused him to relax.
"Golf is different from all other sports. You have to perform to
be successful," Carnevale explains. "You don't depend on your
reputation or other players or a great collegiate career. You have
to go out and prove yourself every day," he says. "And every day
is a different day."
There's no contract, multimillion or otherwise, with a team franchise to sustain him from tournament to tournament. There's no
one to strike ~gainst. There are relatively few big money commercial
endorsements to go around. And there's no team public relations
machine to create and polish images for individual players.
"I took a three-hour seminar on how to talk to the media,"
Carnevale says. "You have to promote yourseff. No one's going
to do it for you."
Continued on pat:e 14
1994 PGA TOUR STATISTICS
Scoring Average
Driving Distance
Driving Accuracy
Greens in Regulation
Putting
All-Around
Sand Saves
Total Driving
Eagles
Birdies

71.85
256.8
76.0
66.7
1.832
831
41.4
149
8
258

(149)
(130)
(19)
(65TI
(162)
(132)
(174)
(49)
(28n
(104TI

"I wouldn't change my
situation," says Mark
Moose' Carnevale ('8 2).
"I've seen what people
have never seen. I do
what people never do."

MISCELLANEOUS STATISTICS
Scoring Avg (before cuV
Scoring Avg (3rd roundl
Scoring Avg (4th round)
Birdie Conversion
Par Breakers

72.45
71.36
71.36
25.0
17.2

(163)
(117)
(72TI
(159TI
(146TI

1994 Low Round: 65: GTE Byron Nelson Classlc/1
Career Low Round: 64: 1992 Chattanooga Classlc/ 4
Career Largest
Paycheck: $144,000/ 1992 Chatanooga Classlc/ 1
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Continued from page 13

In the solitary sport of professional golf, Carnevale holds
every ingredient of his success and livelihood in his own
hands - or in his own head. Because for all of golfs physical obstacles - the sand traps, the water, the bends and
turns of the fairway and the slope of the greens - the game
is an internal one.
"Golf is a demanding mental sport," Carnevale says. "And
it demands physical fitness as well. To be mentally fit, you
have to be pnysically fit. Your body takes the brunt of the
mental strain you're constantly dealing with. You have to be
focused all the time."
Only steely concentration propels golfers through
stroke after stroke, hole after hole, tournament after tournament, for as much as 52 weeks a year.
"In between shots," Carnevale says, "you sometimes
think about other things. You have to focus back on what
you're doing in a matter of seconds. Things outside affect
us. Business, professional and personal, family life, these
are the things that distract us. We have to be able to turn
those things off in order to perform."
In addition to those "outside" pressures are the pressures of the performance at hand - of the last shot or
what's coming next.
"That's the biggest factor that affects my performance,"
Carnevale says. "When you start thinking about those
things, you lose focus. It's hard not to think about them.
I work to avoid dwelling on what's happened. You can't
look too much into the future of golf. It's the present you
have to be concerned about.
"In golf," Carnevale says, "there are no more innings."
A game reduced to the details of lies, spins, wrist flicks,
swing radii, stances and, in the end, millimeters requires
a particular strain of individual. "Perfectionists" is what
Carnevale calls them, and himself.
"Golfers have a tendency to be difficult on themselves.
I do," he says. "You beat yourself up all the time. Golfers
e,xpect a lot of-themselves. They complain about things, and
they have tantrums like [players ofl every other pro sport"
That perfectionism is the force that can drive golfers to
success or distraction, the double-edged difference
between birdie and par. But it is essential for the minutiae
·
of the game.
"There's a fine line between making it and not making
it," says Carnevale, who still talks as though he hasn't yet.
Even golfers on the PGA Tour, he knows, can finish near
the top of one tournament and not make the cut the next.
Often the difference is just several strokes. And those several strokes can translate to the bottom line in tens of thousands of dollars. Per tournament, tour golfers can pocket
from half a million dollars to absolutely nothing depending
on their play.
Such uncertainty could easily make this sport's professionals cynical and resentful, especially when they compare their widely varying paychecks to the lucrative contracts of baseball, football and basketball players.
All Carnevale will admit to, however, is a healthy perspective on life.
"Sometimes I think that golfers are more realistic than
other pro athletes," he says. "l could get injured and not
play for two months and not make any income. l think we
have a better reality about what life is all about. Football,
basketball and baseball players get hefty contracts. That's
great. I'm not jealous. But somewhere down the line l feel
that some of those athletes have a misconception of what
life is all about. They have a false sense of security."
Carnevale prefers life his way.
"[ wouldn't charige my situation," he says. "I've seen
what people have never seen. I do what people never do.
You can't put a price tag on that."
Carnevale thinks often of the advice given him by Orion
/ Burkhardt, the late Busch Tournament director. He
recounts Burkhardt's words: "'Go out and play your tournament. If you get all ticked off because things are not going
your way, or you won't sign autographs or talk to the
media, if you ever get to that point, l want you to get into
your car, drive to the nearest hospital and ask where the
children's burn ward is. l want you to go there and ask
Continued on page 30
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Roop Hall
Ded1cation.
1. President Ronald £ Carrier congratulates
Inez Graybeal Roop ('35) at the dedication
of Roop Hall, the main building for the
Col(ege of Education and Psychology.

2. The former two-time Board of Visitors member challenges the JMUfaculty 'to so inspire the
students who pass through these doors that in
the future, alumni leaders will be selected for
honors equal to the honor I have received
today" 3. College dean Jerry Benson and
professor emeritus of education Charles
Blair with the former public school
teacher. 4. Roop's classmates help the
honoree celebrate.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CISAT
Ground breaking
1. College of Integrated
Science and Technology
provost Dr. Jackson Ramsey
watches as President Ronald
E. Carrier breaks ground for
the first permanent academic
building on the CISAT campus. 2. Winston Weaver
('71) examines a model of
the future CISAT campus.

3. CISAT department heads
line up for their earth-turning
turns.
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Founders Day
1. Happy Birthday JMU and James Madison. A giant cake
helped set the stage for the annual Founders Day celebration,
which commemorates the founding of JMU on March 14, 1908,
and the birth of James Madison on March 16, 1751.

2. Cynthia

Thompson of dance, 1995 Carl Harter Distinguished Teacher Award.
3-4. Dr. William H. Voige, speaker of the Faculty Senate, presents
the annual faculty awards to senior class valedictorians Jennifer A

Cynthia Thompson

Anthony and Holly P. Hudgins. 5. Dr. Ernest L Boyer. president of the

Carl Harter Distinguished Teacher Award recipient

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. who gave the
Founder.s Day Lecture, with President Ronald £ Carrier. 6. The Student
Government.Association's Samuel Page Duke Award went to outstanding juniors Holly S. Beasley. Brandy L Daugherty, Jennifer J.
Hall, Robyn L Manuel, Melissa D. Norwood and Jennifer Tinsley.
7. Dr. Ernest L Boyer's Founder.s Day Lecture asked "What Does it Mean
to be an Educated Per.son? •. It means discovering the connectedness of
things." He outlined eight univer.sal experiences that support that answer:
We all share the miracle of life itself. we use symbols to express ideas;

Her continuing challenge: "To unleash the creative spirit
of the students, be they professionally bound perfonners
or beginners. - I strive to create an atmosphere in which
anything is possible, in which failure is often valued for
the growth it inspires, in which process is valued as much
as product. and in which risk-taking is not only encouraged but required. -!Once students/ have had a taste of
indulging and enriching their creative selves, their lives
will never be the same. That is what matters most"

we all respond to beauty; we have a sense of time and space; we have
membership in groups and institutions; we are engaged in producing
and consuming; we have a connectedness to nature; and we are searching for a larger purpose that gives meaning to life."

8. Dr. Tom King of

theater, 1995 Madison Scholar, will examine avant-garde theater
and theater as a social event where the community gathers and
looks at its problems and goals. "Theater is not entertainment. it's
much more," King says. He is coordinator of the JMU Experimental
Theatre and has both scholarly and personal interests in English
literature and Greek, Turkish and Arabic languages.

9. Dr. Stephen

Bowers of political science, 1995 Madison Scholar. will investigate
Nationalism in Post-Communist Societies. "It is a big enough topic that
I cannot exhaust it" Bower.s says. Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union have been his lifelong research topics. Bower.s is one of three U.S.
experts on the former Soviet republic of Moldova and he has written a
book about Tibet

I
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Donor Brunch
1. At a holiday brunch last December, Dr. Ray V. Sonner, president of
the JMU Foundation, welcomes donors and the students they assist
through scholarships.
2-3. Mr. Barron Kessler. president of the TOWN
Foundation, presents a check in support of the Thomas L Oliver Eminent
Scholar Professorship Endowment to JMU President Ronald E Carrier.
Misty Watrous ('95), the first recipient of the TOWN Foundation's Sarah
Lanier Tabb Oliver Scholarship ('22), expresses her appreciation. 4. Dr.
Jackson Ramsey, College of Integrated Science and Technology
provost, Dr. Inez Ramsey, of library science and educational media..
Mrs. Frances Camden, Mrs. JJ. Camden Updike and Melanie Bailey.
5. Dr. Bethany Oberst academic affairs vice president with Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Harper. 6. Dr. Linwood Rose, executive vice president with
Mary Lou Wright and scholarship recipients. 7. Gil Bland ('77) with
Suijna Toogood and Gwendolyn Waddy. 8. President Carrier with Joe
and Rachel Hollis. 9. Mr. and Mrs. James Dawson with Tom Nardi, director of scholarships. 10. Dr. A. Jefry Benson, dean of the College of
Education and Psychology, with Sam Shrum. 11. Dr. Barbara Castello,
university advancement vice president greets donors and students.
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Commenc
1. The Class of 1995 joins the JMLI
annual candlelight induction on

tJ1

the College of Education and Psycho
Ross performs acrobatics to position
recipients. 3. A tribute

to the field

Media Arts and Design director Geore_
uates. 5. College of Letters and Sclc
satellite ceremony In Bridgeforth ~
Psychology dean Jerry Benson hands 1
Outgoing dean Robert Holmes ser.
their way. 8. Integrated Science and
Ramsey bestows the diplomas and co

1995 JMU graduates. 10. "You live i
of this earth that has the talent and t'11
standing to proceed to lead

th~ wo~

former U.S. Secretary of State Lawrerr
mencement address. "You live in th~(
earth that is. in the last analysis, the la5
don't forget it"

....................................
MeiTorme
1. Hit jazz vocalist Mel Torme brought his swinging All·star Jazz Quintet to JMU for a performance of his
"Sing, Sing, Sing'' show. The concert was the centerpiece of a gathering of JMU donors honoring their
support of the university. Among the celebrants were:
2. Robert and Linda Betts Frazier ('82) with President Ronald E

Carrier. 3. Celia Mitchell and Evelyn Caldwell ('66}.
4. Judy Strickler ('60) and JMU's first lady. Mrs. Edith Carrier.
5. Don Showalter and Dr. Barbara Castello, university
advancement vice president

6. Parents Council mem-

bers George Elmore and Jim Hales.

,
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: Tournament Time
•e
to

:ement '95
!

JMU Alumni Association at the

•

on the Quad. 2. The next morning
•
•

ychology's associate dean Martha
ition the hoods of master's degree

e

ield hockey squad. 4. School of

•

1. Dukes fans turned out In force last March
cheer on the Dukes' climb to the finals of the CAA in
Richmond. Among the fans were alumni director Geoff Polglase, Greater University Fund director Sven
VanBaars, Michael Beebe ('94) and Dan Kaufman ('95). 2. Kentucky alumni club organizer Jeff Harper ('87)
and 1994 Outstanding Alumni Service Award recipient Frank Ridgway ('80). 3. Alumni board of directors
member Pat Julius ('87).
4-5. More Dukes fans. 6. Jeff Smith ('90) and Rusty Jordan ('91). 7. Don R
Moore II ('86), assistant vice president of development Lyn Savedge ('89), alumni chapters director. Paula
Polglase ('92), Megan Ambrose ('95) and Amy Karwan ('95). B. Bill Dunn ('77) and David Gill ('76).

George Johnson con~ratulates grad-
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rJ Sciences graduates held their
)rth Stadium. 6. Education and
wds out the coveted diplomas. 7.
~s sends business graduates on
· and Technology provost Jackson
nd congratulations. 9. Two happy
live in the only country on the face
~d t1e commitment and the moral
wo~ in the right directions: said
vrery:e Eagleburger in his tomth~only country on the face of the
?e last best hope of mankind. And

:High Marks
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1. Don Lemish, director of athletics, presents a
plaque commemorating the first annual GTEJMU Athletic Academics Honors Banquet to Bill
Spaulding (left), senior administrator for marketing programs for GTE Telephone Operations, and
Ed Weise, president of GTE Telephone Virginia
Region. 2. Ed Weise addresses student-athletes
and special guests at the CTE-JMU Athletic Academics
Banquet which was made possible through a sponsorship by GTE

Hall of Fame
1. Greater Madison hosted the annual JMU Sports
Hall of Fame Banquet and inducted three new
members: (left to right} former archery and volleyball coach Margaret Horn (197;2-92); archer Janet
McCullough Gerard ('83) and Leslie Branich ('76),
who quarterbacked JMU's first football team.
2. Also honored were two Scholar Athletes of the Year:
Heather Colbert (second from righV and Jude Arena
(second from lefV; and three Athletes of the Year:
Carole Thate (iefV, Tiombe Hurd (not presenV and
Kaarlo Kankkunen (righV.
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Ten JMU alumni boarded
the Royal Princess at San
Juan in February and
embarked on a cruise
of the Caribbean They
stopped at St. Thomas.
Martinique. Grenada.
Caracas. Curacao. Panama Canal
Transit and Acapulco.

update

Dear Friends,
We are pleased to welcome the Class of '95 as the newest members of the JMU Alumni Association. As new graduates, you are
surely relieved to have completed your degree, but remember,
"You're a Member," and that means for life.
April was a special time on campus as we honored Inez Graybeal
Roop ('35) with the dedication of Roop Hall. Inez and her husband,
Ralph, have been loyal supporters of the university for many years.
Inez was the 1977 recipient of the Distinguished Alumni Service
Award, former president of the Richmond JMU Alumni Association
and has served on JMU's Board of Visitors.

The whole JMU gang: Joyce
Solomon ('46), Mary Wilson ('57),
Genivee Schreibeck ('43), Evelyn
Goode ('38), Mary Jane Knudsen
('50), Louise Slovensky ('62),
Geraldine Earman ('56), John
Earman ('60) and Anne Johnson ('34).

We were able to dedicate Roop Hall in
conjunction with the 60th reunion for the
class of 1935. Of course. the Class of· 45
was inducted into the Bluestone Society in
celebration of its 50th reunion. Our candlelight induction ceremony brought special
meaning to these class members. We also
enjoyed spending time with the classes of '50 and '55 as they visited
us for their reunions. Glenda Rooney and I extend a special thank
you to everyone that helped make this such a wonderful weekend.
We are (lying to keep pace with the information age and maintain
our place on the information highway. You can now access JMU via
the World Wide Web and keep up to date on the activities taking
place on campus.lfyour computer is connected to the Internet, just
point your Web browser (a program such as Netscape Navigator,
NCSA Mosaic or Lynx) to http:! /www.jmu.edu/ to reach the university's new campus-wide information system. The CWIS went "live"
in April and is being continuously improved and updated.
Our first alumni-sponsored travel program in many years took a
wonderful group to the Trans Panama Canal. See the photographs
from the trip on this page. Another group heads to Alaska in July,
while plans are in the works for future excursions.

A view from the Royal Princess:
Glenda Rooney, JMU's assistant vice
president for parent and external
relations, accompanied the group.

You will be pleased to know that our response to the Career Network has been tremendous. We continue to process networking
requests for students and alumni, while at the same time we are
adding to the resource pool of more than 2,000 alumni contacts
in various occupations. If you are looking for assistance with your
career or can serve the network as a resource, please complete
and return the coupon located on the inside back cover.
If you haven't done so yet. please be sure to mark your calendar for
Homecoming '95- "Just For The Fun Oflt" Brochures for this exciting week of activities will be in the mall on Aug. I. We're looking forward to hosting reunions for the classes of 1975, 1985 and 1990.
Please keep in touch and have a safe and enjoyable summer.
Best Wishes,
John and Gerry Earman

Geoffrey H. Polglase '85
Director of Alumni Relations
P.S. Please keep those e-mail notes coming, and share your e-mail
address with us.

Upcoming Reunion Dates

Class

Reunion Date

1960

Sept 15-16,1995

1975. 1985. 1990

Oct 20-21. 1995 (Homecoming)

1970

Oct 27-28, 1995

1951,1956

April 26-27, 1996

1946. Bluestone

July 26-27, 1996

1971.1976,1986.1991

Oct 21. 1996 (Homecoming)

Send us an e-mail at "alumnUink®vax1.acs.jmu.edu•
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Class Notes
Ebie Has/up '49

1920
Arline C. Pultz and her husband, Byron, celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary in June
1994. The couple lives in Roanoke and has five
grandchildren, four of whom are JMU graduates.

1949
Ebie C. Haslup retired in 1993 after 15 years
of missionary work for Presbyterian Church
USA As a nurse, Ebie spent 12 of those years
doing medical work alongside her husband,
Allen, at the Changhua Christian Hospital in
Taiwan. Ebie and her husband now live in
Florida and spend time with their· tour children
and nine grandchildren.

Kate Karoly 78

Alice H. Mclane announces the birth of
her fifth grandchild, Ann Means. Alice enjoyed
the 45th class reunion and her visit with
Mickey Parrotta Minervini and her husband,
George, while they were in Alice's hometown,
Columbus, Ohio.

1950
Rev. Robert G.
Trainum '79

Nancy P. Tiller is retired after 42 years as a
registered dietician and LDN. She lives in North
Carolina with her husband, Charles, and has
three children and six grandchildren.

1952
John Fechino '84

Sarah Howarth
Marshall '85

Karin '!'cKie ('86)

Nannie R. Brown is enjoying retirement
while she serves as a substitute free-lance
interpreter for the Woodrow Wilson Birthplace
children's program. Nannie also participates in
her church choir and women's program, and
traveled to Hawaii in September 1994 with
her husband to celebrate their 40th wedding
anniversary. The couple lives in Swoope and
has four grandchildren.

1983
Marylu R. Hartsell is the coordinator of the
church music institute at Shenandoah University and serves on the music commission of
the Diocese of Wheeling in Charleston. Marylu
spent three weeks in Germany last summer
studying German church music, and she is a
pastoral musician at St Joseph Church in her
new hometown, Martinsburg. W.Va.

Lane H. Henderson has played in some amateur golf tournaments and now works at PGA of
America She liv~s with her husband, John, in
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla

1989

Mark Kruger '89

Daryl PeHer '92

Rebecca H. Fisher completed her doctorate
in correctional education in 1994 and she
heads the education department at California
State Prison in Los Angeles, Calif. Rebecca
retired after teaching English tor 20 years in
public schools and lives in Tehachapi, Calif.

1972
Juliana W. Cardullo works in document
delivery for the duPont Merck Pharmaceutical
Co. and lives in Newark. Del.
Dinah L Smith is the director of the Plymouth
Public Library in Plymouth, Mass. Dinah is also
a member of the state advisory council on
libraries for the Commonwealth of Mass. and
she is vice presidenVpresident elect for the
old Colony Library Network
Mary P. Argenzio-West is an attorney and
heads the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard legal
department in Washington.

1973
Mary K. Dadisman '94

Patrice S. Davis is a reading resource teacher
at Ladd Elementary School. She and her husband, John, have two children, Joseph Ross and
Andrew Wilson.

1975
Shawn K. Arnold ('81 M.Ed.) is the director
of counseling and career development at
Ozarks Technical Community College in Springfield, Mo .. where she resides with her husband,
Steve. and sons, Chris and Ryan.
Merni I. Fitzgerald is the vice mayor of the
City of Falls Church.
Larry D. Huffman is a lieutenant colonel at
the U.S. Marines' Parris Island, S.C. Headquarters
and Service Battalion.

1978
Christie C. Hardbarger is a student services
specialist at Dabney Lancaster Community College in Clifton Forge.

1977
Patricia P. Lynn, a Manassas Park City Schools
elementary principal and director of pupil personnel services, is one of 17 winners of the
Washington Post 9th annual Distinguished Educational Leadership awards. Her honor included
recognition at an awards dinner, a waterford
crystal school bell and an expense paid trip to
Puerto Rico.

Larry E. Nolt is the certified trust and financial
adviser at Harleysville National Bank. where he
also is the vice president and trust officer.
Steve Nye is the president of Equifax-Business
Geo-Metries. He lives with his wife. Tanya in
Cardiff, Calif.
Beth H. Papworth is a Navy commander tor
the Military Sealift Command at the Little Creek
Naval Amphibious Base in Norfolk

1918
Carolyn J. Brooks is the vice president
for student services and dean of students at
Albright College.
Ellen H. Gaberdiel is a homemaker in Forest

1987

John B. Chung '89

1974

John B. Davis is the president of the Virginia
Court Clerks Association and is serving his
second eight-year term as an Augusta County
Circuit Court clerk.
Dennis Pluchinsky is a part-time instructor in
JMU's political science department He is also
an adjunct faculty member at George Washington University and the Joint Military Intelligence
College. Dennis lives in Burke.

David L Hardwick is a financial consultant
for Merrill-Lynch in Cincinnati. Ohio. as well as
a Naval Reserve commander and an executive
officer for an aircraft carrier augmentation unit
David and his wife. Joanne, live in Cincinnati
with their two daughters. Ashley and Taylor.
Harold A. Henthorn is a fund-raising
consultant and the Denver district manager
of Resource Development Services Inc.
Kate Karoly is the group manager tor manufacturing product development at Burlington
Klopman Fabrics.
Kathy F. Kelliner was a technical vitality coordinator for WAS IBM Corp. in Manassas, Va She
lives in Gainesville.
Becky S. Owens teaches art at Landstown
Middle School in Virginia Beach. Becky and
her husband, Gary. have a son, Kyle, and a
daughter, Laurel.
Mike Shoop is the adult and young adult
services librarian at Tuckahoe Library in Henrico
County. Mike, his wife, Joy. and children, Laura
and Austin, live in Glen Allen.
David E. Swett is the vice president and general manager of the James River Corp. converting plant in Richmond.

1979
Tom Bowman works for Virginia Ts and lives
in Colonial Heights.
Cynthia Coulson is seeking her masters
degree in vocal performance at Marshall
University in Huntington, W.Va.where she is
also part of a West Virginia music curriculum
writing team designed to ensure that the state's
curriculum follows the National Standards for
the Arts goals.

David J. Guertler took a mission trip to Costa
Rica Back in his hometown of Richmond, David
works for the U.S. District Court and enjoys
playing sports, traveling and working with his
church youth group.
Lynn R. Henthorn is a Denver Optiors Inc.
team leader and service coord inator.
JeHrey A. Hoover will complete his third
year of American Embassy work in Seoul. South
Korea and anticipates being assigned to Washington. D.C. in late 1995.
Nathan C. Lee formed a new law partnership
with Mayes Marks Jr. Nathiln resides in Chester
with his wife. Rhonda ('79), and daughters,
Nicole and Mallory.
Sharon A. O'Neill and her husband, Joseph,
have a daughter. Meghan Jeannette. Sharon will
take a year off.from teaching in Fairfax County
Public Schools to be a homemaker.
John Rosenberger married Carol Holm
Powell on May 28, 1994.
Carol Small is a Shawnee Mission Public
Schools teacher and lives in Kansas with her
husband. Jeffrey. and children, Rachel and
Melissa
The Rev. Robert G. Trainum is the family
ministry pastor at Westminster Presbyterian
Church PCA in Fort Walton Be.ach, Fla He and
his wife. Beverly. have two children.
Walter A.Wilson Ill married Peka A Wade at
the George Mason University Patriot Center during the GMU-New Hampshire basketball game
halftime on Dec. 30, 1994. They live in Fairfax
Dwayne Yancey is a story editor for the
Roanoke Times and World-News, and his
wife. Katerina. is an administrative assistant
for the president of the Saye-X convenience
store chain. They live with their daughter, Rain,
in Fincastle.

1910
Martha Agnew married Marshall M Burke
on Jan. 22, 1994. Martha received an $89,864
Federal Administration on Aging grant to coordinate a music therapy research and demonstration project under the auspices of the
Ce~ter for the Study of Aging and Human
Development Duke University Medical Center
at the Extended Care Rehabilitation Center,
Veterans Administration Medical Center in
Durham. N.C. She also received an $11.000
GLAXO Research Institute grant to study physioacoustic intervention effects.
Joan B. Hutton and her husband, Bob,
announce the birth of their son. Cameron
John, on April 11 , 1994. Cameron joins his
brothers, Alexander and Austin. They live in
El Cajun, Calif.
Karen D. Ughtfoot, her husband, Bill, and
daughter, Stephanie, welcomed, the newest
edition to the family, on Nov. 24, 1994. They
live Raleigh, where Karen is a controller for
North Hills Inc.

1911
Mary Kay Bell and her husband, Bob,
announce the birth of their daughter, Taylor.
They also have a son, Bryan, and live in Downingtown, Pa,
Robin Fox is the assistant principal at Kerrydale
Elementary School in Prince William County.
Marlon A. Goad and his wife, Theresa ('82),
announce the June 4, 1993, birth of their son.
Kristopher Bronell. They also have a daughter,
Caitlyn Amanda Marlon is a self-employed family dentist and Theresa is a teacher at Fort Chiswell High School. The family lives in Hillsville.
Cynthia H. Inman and her husband, Jeff.
announce the birth of their son, Zachary Wyatt
on Sept 10, 1993. He joins brothers. Jeffrey and
Corey. The family lives in Chesapeake.
Kevin C. Jones is a tax attorney at the White
and Case office in Washington, D.C. He lives in
Rockville, Md. with his wife and two sons.
Mitch F. McCallister. his wife. Kim (BS
'82/MS '84), and their son. Jeffrey. celebrated
the birth of Rebecca Anne on Aug 4, 1994.
Kim is the clinical practice director for speech
pathology at Novacare.
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Cynltll& D. McCann and her husband. Art
announce the birth of their son. James Alan.
Cynthia is a systems programmer with the
Social Security Administration. They live in
Westminster. Md.

Bernard W. Merkle is an American Airlines
pilot and a lieutenant commander in the Naval
Reserve. Bemard and his wife. Linda live in Hermosa Beach. Calif. with their children. Justin.
James and Jacqueline.
Tamara S. Meyer is the vice president of
customer service at Lawyers Title Insurance
Corp. in Richmond. Tamara is also a member
of the Quality Council of Greater Richmond.
Stasia W. Rhoads is a mother at home with
her children, Caitrin and Matthew. after 10
years of teaching in Fairfax County. She lives in
Alexandria
Stephanie S. Ruffin is the senior vice president of sales at Intelligent Electronics. Stephanie
also earned an MS. in marketing from the University of Colorado and lives in Highlands
Ranch, Colo.
Jennifer F. Wiggins is a branch manager for
an international tour company. She and her husband, Oneal. live in Virginia Beach.

1982
Steve Boyd is a systems engineer manager for
EDS. He and his wife, Susan, have two daughters
and live in Raleigh, N.C.
Lorenzo Bundy is the minor league base
running and outfield coordinator for the Florida
Marlins. Lorenzo, his wife. Lupita and daughter,
Nicole, live in Tappahannock
Dr. James M. Casey is the owner and chief
of staff at the Animal Doctors Hospital and
Equine Sports Medicine Referral Practice in
Stephenson. James also operates the J.M Casey
racing stable where he breeds. boards and
trains thoroughbred race horses.
Sharon P.Drotos and her husband, Des. live
in Sleepy Hollow, Ill, with their daughters. Lindsay and Christine.
Julie Etheridge and her husband, Chas, of
Norfolk announce the birth of their son, Thomas
Layton, on April 28, 1994. Thomas joins older
brother, James Cameron.
Bridget C. Fico of Reston earned an MS. in
information systems from George Mason University in January 1994. On Jan. 10, 1995, Bridget and her husband, Frank. celebrated the birth
of their daughter, Jamie Nicole.
Tom Grella is the 1994-95 chairman of
the American Bar Association (ABA) young
lawyers division, ethics and professionalism
committee and is also serving a two-year term
for the ABA house of delegates. Tom was a
director and member of the North Carolina
young lawyers division executive council and
was chairman of the division's professionalism
and pro bono committees. In 1990, Tom
received the North Carolina Bar Association
Outstanding Young Lawyer Award. Tom
devotes some of his spare time to the Asheville
Kiwanis Club board of directors and is a volunteer leader for the Asheville/Buncombe County
Young Life Ministry.
Rick Guggolz and his wife, Kelly, of Sterling
announce the birth of their son. Bryan Tyler,
on M ay 1, 1994. Rick is vice president of the
Drohan Management Group, an association
management firm.
~lison

L Hokamp and her husband. Bradley,
announce the birth of their second child,
Christopher Theron, on Aug. 16, 1994.

Susan A. Kraska and her husband. Stan,
live in Hunt Valley, Md. with their children.
Jay and Andrew.
Jennifer L Moomaw married Michael D.
Gregory \89) on July 2, 1994 at the Cathedral
Shrine of the Transfiguration in Orkney Springs.
They live in Richmond.
Mark J. Ostrander is a project engineer for
the CFD Research Corp. in Huntsville, Ala. Mark
and his w ife, Sherron, live with their sons,
Thomas and M athew in M adison. Ala
Julie Patterson married Bates Mcl ain on Oct
8, 1994. The couple lives in Charlottesville.
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Alumni CloseUp
Ron Burke ('85) can never be a true sports fan again.
"I now know the inside workings of pro sports. I'm
around the best and the worst of it, and the luster of it all
leaves the game," says Burke, a sportscaster for Philadelphia's WCAU-1V. "The wide eyes become less wide as the
years pass."
Still, Burke says, it is the excitement and diversity of the
job that keeps him coming to work every day.
"Every day is different," he says. "One day I could be at
an tffiA game with some of the greatest stars to ever play
pro basketball, and the next day be at spring training with
the Philadelphia Phillies preparing to start a new season. It's
challenging and difficult, but it's fun too. To have a job that
is fun is the greatest thing in the world."
While at JMU, Burke majored in communication arts
with the goal of becoming just what he is, a television
sportscaster. But he made sure he was well grounded in
many media. He worked at the campus 1V station, "JMU
Today" and the public radio station, WMRA, and wrote for
The Breeze.
After graduating and then spending a year in radio in
Richmond, he landed back at Harrisonburg's 1V station,
WHSV-1V. It wasn't long before he was picked up by
WCAU-1V to anchor its sports coverage.

Bryan Powell earned his maste~s degree in
communication from Georgia State University
in June 1994. He is a staff writer with The
Atlanta Journal and Constitution and works as a
free-lance writer. with upcoming articles
appearing in Acoustic Guitar and Blues Access
magazine. Bryan's band, Rough Draft plays regularly throughout Atlanta and has a Tuesday night
gig at Fat Matt's Rib Shack
Donna Prate and her husband, Robert
announce the birth of their daughter, Courtney
Lee. She joins sister, Lindsay, and brother, Devin.
The family lives in Medford, NJ.

Mark Ragland and his wife, Jacquelyn
('80), announce the birth of their son, Josiah
Mark. on Sept 12, 1994. Mark transferred to
Sutherland Middle School in Albemarle County
to teach physical and health education. As former head coach of the Albemarle High School
volleyball team. M ark has a 11 8-22 record for
the last seven seasons. Jacquelyn is attending
graduate school part time at JMU to obtain her
master's degree in speech pathology while
working as a speech/language pathologist at
Clark Elementary in Charlottesville.
Jane B. Scruggs is an assistant store manager
for Best Products. She lives in Lynchburg.

1983
Susan Y. Bentley is a Veda Inc. consultant for
Navy Air Systems Command aircraft programs.
Susan and her husband, Ron, announce the
M arch 29, 1994, birth of their daughter, Alison
Barbara. The family lives in Arlington.
Jeff Bonham won the New Jersey Valerie
Fund Spring Air Golf Tournament with a score
of 157. Jeff and his wife, Carla live in Sussex.
New Jersey with their children. Derek Stacy and
Brandon.
Kenneth G. Brown is a senior human
resources representative at M artin M arietta
Corp. in Bethesda Md. Kenneth lives in Falls
Church.
Bob Chew is a podiatrist in private practice in
Quakertown. Pa He and his wife, Janet have a
daughter, Hannah Colleen, who wa's born on
May 20, 1994.
Susan E. Donner is a law student at George
Mason University. Susan lives in Arlington.
Nonna L Edwards, her husband, Michael,
and their twin sons, Timothy and Benjamin,
announce the Nov. 16, 1994, birth of Haley
Jean. Norma is a senior systems analyst with
Techmatics, Inc. and lives in Accokeek. Md.

In Philadelphia, a major metropolitan market, Burke says he adjusted
quickly to working in the celebrity
sports world. Interviewing world-class
athletes takes preparation, but now it's
just part of the job.
"It's like a football player says: 'Once
they get that first hit of the game, it's
auto pilot from there out.' It just clicks," Burke explains.
In fact, he's become part of that celebrity scene himself
It's part of the job, he says.
"Being recognized in public constantly reminds me that I'm
making a difference and that people are appreciating that."
Five years into a successful tenure at WCAU, Burke is
happy but not allowing himself to get too comfortable.
"Now happiness for me is beginning to expand on things
that I do," he explains. "I want to become more of a national
broadcaster. Hopefully I could become a recognized name,
someone who is respected and who viewers could link to
credible sportscasting."
Burke attributes his career success to the experience he
received at JMU.
"The things JMU presents to a communications student is
invaluable," he says. "I now realize how wonderful it was in
preparing me."

John Vanderbilt Fulk began a new career
with the U.S. Planning Association and the Independent Research Agency on March 1, 1995.
He and his wife. Sande \ 82), live in Colonial
Heights with their daughters, Brittany and
Nicole.
James Benjamin Hackley, CPA earned an
MBA from Wake Forest University's Babcock
School of Management in December 1994. He
and his w ife, Ginger, live in Winston-Salem, N.C.
with their daughter, Tilson. who was born on
Aug. 23. 1992.
Chris Harvey and his wife. Cathy ('84),
announce the birth of their son, Kyle Adams,
on Dec. 15, 1993. They transferred to Melbourne. Fla., in January1 995 where Chris is
stationed at Patrick Air Force Base and Cathy
is a full-time mom.
Jonnie F..Helfrich teaches physical education
at O'Hara Catholic School in Springfield, Ore.
Kathy Kines married Ed Pulik The couple
works at the M RP in Washington, D.C.
Carin Kohlbus and husband. Steven,
announce the Aug. 12, 1994. birth of their second child. Hope Catherine. They live in Red
Lion, Pa
Gwen K. Kubiak and her husband. Joe, have
a third son, Andrew. The family lives in Havertown, Pa.
Laurie Locascio's research was highlighted in
the "In the Lab" feature of an August 1994 issue
of the Wall Street Journal Laurie and her son.
Payton, live in Germantown, Md.
Sharon K. Matthews is a building concierge
at the World Trade Center in Norfolk She lives
in Virginia Beach with her husband, Paul Park.
and their son, Zachary.
Linda N. Morris resigned from United Airlines after eleven years of flying. to be a full-time
mom to daughter, Taylor Brianna who was born
on May 20, 1994. Linda and her family live in
Florence, Ky.
Stuart C. Norton and his wife, Anastasia,
announce the Nov. 16, 1994, birth of their
daughter, Katherine Nicole. She joins her brothers, Alexander and Christian. They live in Richmond.
Adam Stubbs is the marketing/promotions
director and afternoon personality at Ute
98/WTVR-FM a radio station in Richmond.
Adam's wife, Susan ('82). teaches in Chesterfield County with their children, Christopher, 5.
and Heather, 7.

by Lisa M. Denny (97)
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Barbara B. Bowen and her husband, Jerry,
celebrated the birth of their son. Gregory
Michael. on Nov. 27, 1994. They live in
Chesterfield County with Jerry's children,
Matthew, 14, and Jennifer, 11. Barbara is the US
Army command information officer at Fort Lee.
Susan Breed (M.Ed.'86) is a school psychologist at Person County Schools in Durham. N.C.
Dan Caprio and wife, Tracy. announce the July
5, 1994. birth of son, David Daniel. His daughter. Claire. is 3.
John P. Fechino Jr. is a sales representative
for Worth Higgins and Associates Inc.
Leslie J. Ferrell and her husband, Scott
annouQce the Sept 2, 1994, birth of son,
Ramey Scott His older brother, Coy, is 3. Leslie
is a full-time homemaker. and the family lives in
Warrenton.
Rebecca Francis married Robert Springer on
Aug. 6, 1994 at Virginia Beach Methodist
Church. Rebecca works at Bayside High School
in Virginia Beach, and Robert works at Old
Dominion University in Norfolk
Steve Gaines is the general manager of the
Benchmark Communications WUSQ-FM
WFQX-FM and WNTW-AM radio stations in
Winchester.
Sheila Gould is the director of Kenney's Gymnastics Academy in Knightdale, N.C.
Nancy M. Gross and her husband, Mark.
announce the Oct 26, 1994, birth of their son,
M itchell. Nancy will be returning to work part
time as a project manager for the Public Health
Foundation in Washington, D.C.
Laurie P. Johnson is vice president of information technology services at Virtual Corp. a
computer consulting company. She and her
husband, Peter, live in Bethesda, M d.
Leigh Ann Lawrence and her husband, Eric,
announce the Oct 2, 1994, birth of daughter.
Lindsay Grace. They live in Fairfax Station.
Laurie Lester is an agent for State Farm Insurance. She lives in Millersville, Md.
Jay Mervine and his wife, Polly, had a son,
Stephen Jay Jr. in January 1995.
Forrest Parker, the Vice President of Multicultural Affairs at Mary Washington College.
was selected by the Omega Psi Phi fraternity
third district as "Omega M an of the Year." Forrest will compete for the national title against
23 other district winners.

Teri S. Pastore and her husband. Mike.
announce the Aug 30. 1994. birth of their
daughter. Leigh Anne. who joins her brothers.
Michael and Jake. They live in Richmond.

Mary K. Scruggs is a senior analyst program-

Beth L Schul and husband, Tim. have two
children. Sarah. and David. Beth is the chorus
director at Calvert Middle School and the choir
director at Christ Episcopal Church. They live in
Lusby. Md.

mer for at Life of Virginia in Richmond. Mary
and her husband. William. live in Mechanicsville.

Lawrence Tormey helped to create a cookstove in Nicaragua when they visited as part of
the Mennonite Central Committee.

David Sharland is a youth minister and seminarian for Youth Apostles in Fall River. Mass.

Lynn 0. Vasilopoulos and husband. Bill.
announce the Dec. 12,1993 birth of Thomas.

1985
Dan and Jeannine ('86) Bemazani
announce the Sept 6, 1994, birth of their son.
Nicholas John. He joins 3 year-old Angela The
family lives in Charleston. S.C. where Dan is a
U.S. Air Force navigator. Jeannine is an early
childhood special education instructor. and
stays at home with the kids.

1988
nmothy A. Baker earned a juris doctor
degree on June 4, 1994, from The Dickinson
School of Law in Carlisle. Pa

The Rev. Nancy S. Whitely is an interim
minister for New Monmouth Presbyterian
Church in Lexington.

Scott Baxter Sr. and wife. Jennifer. announce
the Dec. 21. 1994, birth of son. "Reid" Scott
Baxter Jr. Their daughter. Courtney. is 26
months. Scott is sales manager for Arrowhead
Graphics. The family lives in Greensboro. N.C.
Michael Calabro and wife. Catherine. live in
Toms River. NJ. with their children. Michael. and·
twins. Nicholas and Meghan. Mike is an administrative manager with Prudential in Holmdel,
NJ.
•

Jeff W. Bolander is a U.S. Marine Corps foreign area officer assigned to the U.S. Embassy in
Singapore. While in Singapore. he will studies
Chinese language and travel.

Craig and Bonnljean ('89) Boggess
announce the Nov. 2. 1994, birth of daughter.
Allyson Anne. Craig is a computer consultant
and Bonnijean is a transportation planner with
JHK and Associates in Orlando. Fla

Sheila Craig married Brian Sanderson \89)
in October 1993. Sheila works for the Optical
Manufacturers Association in Falls Church. and
Brian works part time for a law firm while going
to law school at George Mason University.

Bryan C. Bouchelion is chief of the residents
division of oral and maxillofacial surgery at
Howard University hospital and the District of
Columbia

Cathy Y. Harman and her husband. Rick.
announce the June 22, 1994. birth of their son.
Br_andon James. They live in Roanoke. 02/09>

Robert Emlg and his wife. Brenda announce
the June 18, 1994, birth of their third child. Troy
Allen. They live in Pittsburgh. Pa

Stacy B. Campbell and husband. William.
announce the April 19. 1994, birth of daughter.
Meredith Caldwell. The family lives in Newport
News.

Lynn H. Farrell. her husband. Pau l. and son.
Patrick. announce the Sept 29. 1994 birth of
Hailey Marie. They live in Naperville. Ill.
Beth P. Fleshman and husband. Gary.
announce the April 18. 1994. birth of their
daughter. Madeleine Athena. Beth is a part-time
acquisition consultant and a full-time mom.
Gary is the systems development director for
Subsystems Technology Inc. They live in Vienna
Usa D. Gray works part time as a program
administrator for SAIC. and also spends time at
home with her son. Troy. and daughter. Chelsea
They live in Manassas.
Beth Grande! and her husband. John.
announce the March 21. 1994. birth' of Katherine- Elizabeth. Beth is a conference manager for
the Loews Amatole Hotel in Dallas. Texas. and
John is an account executive for Roadway Package System. They live in Carrollton. Texas.

Mary T. H~cock married Stacy E. Green on
Sept 10. 1994.

Shelton Carter lives in Newport News where
he is manager of finance for Newport News
Shipbuilding
David Anthony Crew married Deborah
Anne Taylor on May 21. 1994. The couple lives
in Fairfax.
Todd A. Dofflemyer and wife. Janeen.
announce the Jan. 31, 1994, birth of·daughter.
Anna Florence. The family lives in Harrisonburg
John Durkin married Annemarie Festa on
Aug 6, 1994. The couple lives in Virginia Beach.
Pat B. Fleming and her husband. David. live
in Ashland with their sons. Jonathan and Brad.
Frances F. Gabor and husband. Joe.
announce the Jan. 16, 1994. birth of daughter.
Kendal Arielle. They live in Montclair.
John Gordon, Jr. married Deirdre Maria Skinner on June 18. 1994. The couple lives in
Alexandria.

Caroline M. Harris and her husband,
Jonathan. announce the July 1. 1994, birth of
their daughter. Kinsey Miriam. Caroline received
her maste(s degree in 1992 and teaches fifth
grade in Windsor. Maine.

David M. Giordano and his wife. Diane
('86). moved Orlando. Fla.. where David is district business manager for Mead Johnson Nutritionals. Diane stays at home with Lauren. 6. and
Kellie, 3, and works part time as a secretary for
their church and as a singer.

Jennifer D. Hincks. her husband. Steve. and
daughter. Lauren. announce the Jan. 19. 1995,
birth of Stephen Edward. They live in Falls
Church.

Roger A. Hanson is a commercial executive
for First National Bank of Maryland and lives in
Mclean.

Sarah W. How arth married Thomas L Marshall on Nov. 5. 1994. The couple will live in
Munnsville. N.Y.
Barbara B. Lachenmayr is a sales associate
for Burgdorft Realty in Flemington. NJ.
Terrie W. Mason and husband. Alex.
announce the June 21. 1994. birth of their son.
Alex Ill. They live in Chester.
Linda I. McDonald and husband. Andy.
announce the Dec. 13, 1994, birth of their son.
Matthew Ryan. They live in Raleigh. N.C.
Mike McWright is an Army captain at Fort
Stewart where he is also the special assistant
U.S. attorney and an administrative law attorney.
In March 1994. Mike completed training at the
Combined Arms Service School in Kansas. The
American Bar Assodation military service award
was given to Mike in September 1992 for his
service during Hurricane Andrew. Mike lives in
Midway. Ga with his wife. Andrea.
Marian M. Moody is the technical director/operations engineer at HP-8 in High Point
N.C.
Robin F. Ray and husband. Doug announce
the Nov. 30. 1994, birth of son. Alexander Scott
They live in Annapolis. Md.
Rachel Reveles and husband. Carl ('84) have
two children. Carter and Jackson. Rachel is a
full-time homemaker and mother. while Carl
works for Allstate Insurance. They live in Richmond.
Dave Sannipoli is a material planner and
scheduler for Allied Signal Aerospace. He lives
in Kenvil. NJ .. with his wife. Jackie, and son.
Christopher.

Drew Hill is an associate with the law firm of
Haynie & Van Landingham. P.C. in Heathsville.
He graduated from the Walter F. George School
of Law at Mercer University in May 1994.
Eric Hinkle is the vice president and general
manager at Tidewater Communications in Virginia Beach.

Tracy S. M orris opened up a business. Advertising Specialties Unlimited. She lives in Laurel.
Md .. with her husband. Dale. and children.
Christopher and Shelby Jo.
Kevin J. Morse is a project manager for the
Economic Development Association of Skagit
County environmental industries program. Kevin
lives in Mount Vernon. Wash.
Kraig A. Negaard and wife. Kim. celebrate
the May 9, 1994. birth of son. Sawyer Allie.
Sawye(s brother. Alden Crawford. is already a
Dukes fan. Kraig is a senior internal auditor with
the Ethyl Corp.. and he and his family live in
Midlothian.
Usa S. Powell is a U.S. Army chief for the 4th
infantry preventive medicine division (4th
infantry). She lives in Colorado Springs. Colo.
Peggy A. Rouleau earned an MD. from Duke
University on May 8, 1994.
Joe and Kellle 0. Schachle and their son.
Brendan. moved to Raleigh. N.C. Joe is the associate manager of market development for
GLAXO Inc.. and Kellie is a full-time mom.
Michael Siegel and wife. Jan lynne. welcomed their daughter. Julia Michelle. on June
30, 1994. A month earlier. Michael opened up
a private practice in optometry. He and his family live in Mount Arlington. NJ.
Donna J. Slusarskl married David Guyer on
March 26. 1994. They live in Wallingford. Pa

Carla Holland married George Adams
('B3) on Sept 17. 1994. Carla is an AT&T statistical quality manager and George is a Merrill
Lynch financial consultant They live in Arlington:

Brownyn Smith married John McElroy on
May 9, 1992. and is the manager of the press
relations office' at MTV Networks' Nickelodeon/Nick at Nite. She and John live in New
York City.

Patty King Mastraccl is a part-time
preschool teacher. Patty. along with her husband. Mike. and sons. Brian and Timmy. live in
Fairfax

Shawn Rollins Thompson and her husband.
the Rev. John R Thompson. Jr.. announce the
July 19, 1994, birth of son. Micah Chan. They
live in Cluster Springs.

Susan Y. Matty and her husband. John.
announce the Jan. 11 . 1995. birth of their son.
Jake Andrew. They live in Dillsburg Pa

Bill Truban and his wife. Selena. announce
the Sept 23. 1994, birth of their son. William
Antonio Truban Ill. Bill is an attorney at the law
firm of Owen and Truban. They live in Winchester.
·
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Brian Hogan is a fixed-income analyst with
the Fidelity Management Co. in Boston. Mass.
Allee S. Knicely is the owner and operator of
Pet Watch Services in Charlottesville.
Bill Matthews and his wife. Katy. announce
the birth of their son. Scott The family lives in
Dearborn. Mich.
Karin McKie was a WETA TV publicist for The
Civil War and In Performance at the White
House productions in Washington. D.C. Now in
Chicago. Karin does improvisation on The Second City ETC stage and works with the group.
Comedysportz. Karin also opened the Tree Falls
Productions company and is the marketing
director for Health Works Theatre.
Devena L Mclaurine is the director of corporate and foundation relations at Mary Washington College in Fredericksburg.
Kathy Pifer lives in Columbia S.C.
Elaine Marie Runner is assistant vice president at Signet Bank in Richmond. Elaine is a
research analyst in money center operations in
the bank's capital markets division.
Douglas R. and wife. Brenda Vilcins Sharp.
announce the Jan. 13, 1994, birth of their son.
Kevin Michael. Doug is an account executive
with Hoffman Communications. Brenda works
at home as a keyboardist for William Byrd Press.
Cynthia Brewington Sinkez announces the
Aug 28. 1993, birth of their son. Christopher
George. who joins sister Lauren. The family lives
in Richmond.
Laura Rennie Storey and her husband. Ken.
announce the birth of their son.David Allan. on
Nov. 16. 1994. They live in Richmond.
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Mark Kruger is the vice president and general
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manager of Pragmation. a medical education
company. Mark his wife Karen. and son. Joshua
live in Oak Park Ill.

Eugenia Abraham is a registered nurse for
Home Health. She lives in Reston.

Janice Alvey married Rich Trosky \90) on
Jan. 21 , 1995. They live in Alexandria

Glen Brizendine is a first lieutenant in the U.S.
Army. He and Allison Manno live in Colorado.

Conchita L Austin is a quality control lab
technician for Westover Dairy. Conchita lives
in Lynchburg.

Timothy Burroway married Elizabeth
Mollerup on June 25. 1995, at First Baptist
Church in Charlottesville. where the couple will
reside.
Thomas Cross began a Ph.D. program in business management at the University of Florida.
Thomas lives in Gainesville. Fla
Pamela David is a human resources manager
for Marriott Ownership Resorts in Orlando, Fla
Krista H. Dawson, her husband. Jerry. and
their daughter. Rachel. announce the February
24, 1995. birth of Drew Allen. They live in Burtonsville. Md.
Kelly Roberson Dunigan and husband.
James. celebrated the Oct 7. 1994. birth
of daughter, Katharine Lauren. They live in
Chesapeake.
Michaun Harrison is a U.S. Army orthotic
specialist at the CCO Brooke Army Medical
Center in Fort Sam Houston. Texas.
Leslie and Eric Johnson announce the Jan.
16, 1995, birth of their son. Sam. They live in
Chesapeake.
Caprice Royal is a clinical social worker in
maternal child health for the Visiting Nurses
Association. She lives in Arlington.
Jamie Y. Wemitznig. her husband. Dan. and
daughter. Kaylyn. announce the Jan. 13. 1994.
birth of Daniel James. They live in Stafford.

Karen Baer married Michael Baker on Sept
17, 1994. They live in Hagerstown. Md.
Michael A. Brown earned an MBA from
Duke University on May 8, 1994.
John B. Chung is a senior accountant for
Goodman & Co, based in Norfolk He works
in job costing and personal tax compliance
assistance for real estate. construction. food
distribution and hospitality industry clients.
Beth M. Ellis is a senior accountant for MCI
in Arlington.
Mona H. Flynn had a daughter. Halah Grace.
on Aug. 4, 1994. and lives in Greensboro.
Cathy Gainor is the associate editor of
the Baltimore Business Journal. She lives in
Towson. Md.
Veronica Fraley married Thomas Hennessey
on Oct 15. 1994. Veronica is a cost analyst for
SAIC in Arlington, and she and her husband.
Thomas. live in Sterling.
Karen A. Huff and husband, Jim. live in Savage. Minri .. with their children. Jamie. Jimmy
and Jessie.
· Brian Johnson is an environmental consu ltant
for the United Nations. He graduated with honors from the Monterey Institute of International
Studies and was awarded an MBA in international business.

Kenneth LaMontagne is pursuing a Ph.D. in
Molecular microbiology from SUNY at Stony
Brook He is working on the role of tyrosine
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
involved with chronic myelogenous leukemia

Alumni CloseUp
There's no business better than show business for
Sue Bova Bennett ('86). Her major in business administration-marketing only boosted her work toward a career in the entertainment
industry. After five years as an accountant for a law firm, Bennett decided to
become a full-time actress, singer and pianist.
"I've always been singing and dancing," Bennett says. "It's been a drive innate
in me since I was a little girl."
The 30 year old showed her interest as a singer and dancer for Madisonian
and Kings Dominion productions while she was at JMU. Her spare time after
graduation was spent doing jingles and voice-overs for stores and working with
opera companies, such as the Baltimore Opera and the Summer Opera Theater.
For Bennett, there are few differences between her business training and performing.
"I'm really doing a free-lance business as a performer," she says. "My business
degree is very useful in my art because it helps me to market myself."
Effective marketing is what it took for Bennett to get into the competitive film
industry in 1994.
"I learned quickly that you have to be prepared and you have to go where the
work is," she said.
Auditions in Washington and New York take a lot of Bennett's time and effort,
but she is getting worthwhile results. She has already appeared in five films,
including the upcoming Boys, starring Winona Ryder and American Presidenc
starring Michael Douglas. She recently finished taping for her shot in Home for
the Holiday, directed by Jodie Foster.
She doesn't mind the long hours and the instability show business sometimes
has.
"If you're going to be good at anything, you have to give 110 percent," she
says. "I had to give up the stability of the accounting position to really pursue my
goal."
Bennett's latest endeavor is to increase her marketability. "My goal for 1995 is
to get an agent, because if you don't get auditions, you don't get the jobs."
In between jobs, Bennett spends time with her husband, Tim, at their Reston
home.
by Shauna Miller (95)
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Stephanie R. Clark and husband. Lee.
announce the Aug. 16, 1994. birth of son. Connor Elliot They live in Virginia Beach.
Karen M. Dunsmore and her husband. Scott
announce the May 28. 1993, birth of their
daughter. Morgan Brittany. They live in' Staunton.

Karen M. Lutz and husband. Walter. \85).
have moved to Littleton. Colo .. where Karen
is a public relations consultant and free-lance
writer. and Walter is a software engineer for
Raymond James.

MaryS. Embry works for Pension Publications of Denver. Inc. She lives in Littleton. Colo.

David B. McGhee is a banking recruiter for
Don Richards Associates in Charlotte. N.C.

Stephanie D. Foster works for the Ford
Motor Credit Co. in Bristol. Tenn.

Leila Rice is the assistant director of operations for metro traffic control and a reporter for
Metro Networks In Norfolk

Kimberly D. Hamilton and her husband.
Bryan, moved to Okinawa Japan. where she
teaches English at Showa Junior and Senior
High School and she teaches management
classes through Central Texas College.

Fritz Schroeder is the director of annual giving at the University of Maryland at College
Park He is pursuing his MBA in marketing and
lives with his wife. Amy. in Ellicott City. Md.
Frank N. Shelton Ill married Cheryl Nanette
Beyer on April 16, 1994. at Dumfries United
Methodist Church. They live in Woodbridge.
Carol R. Shifflett and husband. Will \86),
celebrate the May 21, 1994. birth of son. Eric
William. Will is an air traffic controller at Manassas Municipal Airport They live in Amissville.
Candice B. Smithyman and her husband.
Adam. announce the Nov. 14, 1995. birth of
their daughter. Alexandria Marie. They live in
Iceland.
Jerry Snyder married Lisa Kulvich on April 30.
1994, at Our Lady of Good Counsel in Vienna.
Sharon 0. Steele earned a juris doctor
degree from the Dickinson School of Law in
Carlisle. Pa. on June 4, 1994.

Sue Bova Bennett ('86)

Stephani D. Christy is a manager of finance
and human resources at Walkisoft USA in
Mount Holly. N.C.

Lisa R. Eckert is a pharmacist at Rite Aid in
Port Norris. NJ.

Terri Houck married Bill Libby on Sept 17,
1994. Terri is an optometric assistant in Charlottesville.
Beth B. Kramer and her husband. John,
announce the June 5, 1994. birth of their son.
Derek Alden. They live in Arlington.
Shannon Kramer married William Giles on
June 4. 1994. They live in Manassas.
Mark D. Heimbigner completed his term as
a Portland Opera resident artist and is a Sarasota Opera 1995 Apprentice Artists Program
participant
Susan Hornak married Chris Schools on Aug.
27, 1994. Susan is a business manager and analyst for Circuit City Stores. They live in Richmond.
Melinda C. Lambert and husband. Don
\87), announce the Oct 9. 1993, birth of son.
Joshua They live in Richmond.

Karen B. Stoneham and husband. Chris,
announce the Sept 1. 1994, arrival of daughter.
Kelsey Elisabeth. The family lives in McGaheysville.

Joseph Lore is a lieutenant in the Marine
Corps. where he will be a lawyer. Joe passed
the Arizona Bar in 1994.

Gerald and Heather \91) Syska announce
their August 20. 1994, marriage in Harrisonburg.
The couple lives in Tulsa Okla.

Joely K. Mauck works at Charles Schwab,
and her husband,Trey. CBS) works for AOS.
They live in Fairfax

Tamas and Tracey Szakal announce the
March 28, 1994, birth of son, Nicholas Tamas.
and are expecting their second chi ld in August
1995. They live in Lexington, Ky.

Cori B. Mckean is completing her medical
residency in emergency medicine at Seate and
White Hospital in Temple. Texas.

Deena Tiches earned her DVM in 1993 from
the Virginia/Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine. She lives in Farmington Hills.
Mich.
Christopher J. Thompson and wife. Tammi
\87) announce the Nov. 11. 1993. birth of son.
Luke Christopher. Chris earned his Ph.D. in analytical chemistry at the University of Washington. They live in Kennewick Wash.
Andrew Weiner attends George Washington
University to earn his special event planner certification. He lives in Orlando, Fla.
Natalie R. Wright is a high school counselor
in Spotsylvania County schools. Natalie earned
her MS. in school counseling from Radford University in December 1993.

1990
Russell G. Allon Jr. is an associate attorney
practicing general litigation for the Adelberg.
Rudow. Dorf. Hendler & Sameth. LLC. law firm.
Thomas J. Aprahamlan and wife. Jennifer.
celebrate the April13, 1994, birth of son. Tyler
Alan. Tom is a controller for Metrocalllnc. in
Alexandria They live in Fairfax
Megan Bickerstaff is a database administrator for the Joint Warfare Analysis Center and is
working towards her maste(s degree. She lives
in Fredericksburg.
Chip and Michelle Campbell announce
the Dec.18, 1994, birth of their son. Cody
Christopher Campbell. They live in Orlando. Fla
Carrie Cauthen married Karl George
Knoche Ill on Aug. 20. 1994. at Virginia
Beach Methodist Church. The couple lives
in Virginia Beach.

Mark L Parham married Rh onda Wade
on Oct 5, 1994. Mark is the assistant chief
of the clearinghouse division for the Maryland
State Health Care Access and Cost Commission attends graduate school the University
of Maryland.
Leigh-Ann J. Parker married Robert C.
Marx \92) on August 6, 1994. They live in
Richmond.

Ronda C. Stump and husband. Michael. celebrate the Aug. 24, 1994, birth of son. Michael
Lee II. They live in W illiamsburg.
Usa J. Wharam and Brian R. Schmidt were
married on July 10, 1993, and live in Reston.
Lisa teaches fourth grade in Loudoun County.
and Brian is a manager for Toys R Us.
Glsele Wright married Gregory Parker on
Sept 3, 1994. They live in Crofton. Md.

1991
Laura A. Bell is a national client services coordinator for U.S. Travel's corporate headquarters
in Rockville. Md. She lives in Chantilly.
Jason Lasky is a senior account executive for
UUNET Technologies. He lives in Falls Church.
Beth Bradford is a news photographer at
WPMT-Fox 43 in York Pa Her work earned her
two television photography awards from the
Society of Professional Journalists in 1994.
L.o ri M. Bruce married Aaron F. Harris on June
25, 1994, at Fork Union Baptist Church. They
live in Faber.
Donna Cohen and Rick Rios were married
on July 23, 1994, aboard the Cherry Blossom in
Old Town Alexandria
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Banner Contest
Prizes go to the residence
halls with the most creative
and colorful banners.

keep you on the edge of
your seat

JUST FOR
THE FIN If IT!

AlUMNI JIIN
THE FUN

Godwin Field
Festival - The
Party Continues•••

SA"T.URDA Y

Godwin F eld Festival - Pre-Game

WEDNESDAY

DON'T LET
GRADUATION
MEAN THE END TO
YOUR HEALTil
INSURANCE

Volleyball
Tournament

A post-game celebration
featuring live entertainment
by BS&M and food and
drink for the last of the

dle~s.

Rost ~ame Social

Student teams compete fo
prizes and T-shirts.

THURSDAY

You've worked hard for
that diploma. So don't Jet an
unnecessary gap in insurance
coverage get in your way.
Whether you're coming off
your parent's plan or waiting
for coverage through a new
employer, a Short Term
Medical plan from Time
Insurance is the answer.
Time's easy and affordable
coverage plans were designed
with your specific needs in mind.
The benefits are excellent,
there's a choice of coverage
periods, and the policy can be
issued right on the spot. Don't
take chances with your future.
Call us today.

Planned Benefit Services
S. Bruce Allen
2492 Whitney Ct.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
(804) 973-3731
(804) 621-3863

Providers of Annuities,
Life, Health &
Disability Insurance
TIME INSURANCE COMPANY

Plan Ahead

"

Health Insurance
for the
Student Body

'

Call now for football tickets and to regis
ment and Class Reunion Packages:

1 ~ you may request faxes

Dukes vs. Blue Hens
Advance sales for the JMU vs. Delaware football game are available by calling (540) 568-DUKE or can be obtained by orderiQg/
a Class Reunion Package. General Admission $10.00

..,......,..,..,

J!l$l.iiiii!!IWiiiiii!!IWI~•Itift)ifn1lltJion

Homecoming Golf Tournament
Start your Homecoming on the Links. Tee-off will be a
nnl"'lmtnt~
shotgun start beginning promptly at 9 a.m. Your
packet includes green fees, cart Homecoming goodie f}a]g;---~~.~5;.
prizes, beer/soft drinks/snacks during play and a picnic
awards presentation immediately following the
Advance registration is required and space is limited. Cost:
Individuals and foursomes welcome. Deadline for registration:
Friday, Oct 11. For more information call the Office of Alumni
Relations at (703) 568-6234.

up-to-date Homecoming
Call (404) 399-3060 from
of your fax machine. When

for your pass code, enter

press "#" and then follow
the instructions.

Note: Hillside Field parking is reserved for 1975, 1985 and
1990 class members who have purchased the class reunion
package in advance. One parking pass per household will
be issued.

::'e

&r

STUDENT

~all HOW!·

Reunion Packages
Classes of 1975,1985 and 1990
Enjoy the luxuries of a Hillside Field parking pass, a specialized
class T-shirt a football ticket a Saturday morning brunch with
President Ronald E. Carrier and a post-game celebration and
reception at Chandler Hall - · all for $35. Admission to reunion
events is by ticket only. Take advantage of this advance deal and
guarantee exact times and places to gather with your friends.
Preregistration is required by Oct 6. For more information call
the Office of Alumni Relations at (703) 568-6234. Remember to
look for designated class tents at the Godwin Field Festival to
locate friends.

Health Insurance for
full-time and grad students

SELECT~

• Guaranteed
Acceptance
• Affordable
• Quality
• Choice of
Doctor&
Hospitals
• Portable
• Excellent
Coverage

Look for your Homecoming brochure

covers: office visits, hospitalization
and surgery, intensive care, emergency
care, outpatient services plus more.
This is not "bare bones" coverage.

this August with dates, times, locations,

• Sl MILLION ofProtection •

deadlines, costs .•. all the details - and all
the reason - you'll need to celebrate ...

1995 HDIHCOiiDU:
Jusl for lhe Fun of Ill

• S I 00.000 per illness or injury •

for more information contact:

Bruce Allen
Planned Benefit Services
2492 Whitney Court
Charlottesville, VA 22901
800-621-3863. 804-973-3731
Time Insurance Company
501 West Michigan
Milwaukee, WI 53203
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JIH Conroy is a graduate student in city and
regional planning at the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill.
Nicolle DeFazio is a policy analyst for ANSER
Inc.. an Air Force contractor. She is also a lieutenant in the 29th Infantry Division and she is
completing the procurement and contracts program at the University of Virginia
Meredith and Geoff Ehler were married in
August 1994. Meredith is pursuing her MBA in
international marketing and Jeff is pursing his
Ph.D. in Geographic Information Systems at the
U. of South Carolina They live in Columbia S.C.
Debbie S. Fink married Frederick W. Galway Jr. ('92 M.S.) on Sept 24.1994. They
live in Harrisonburg.
Christina L Gentry married RobertS.
McDowell on August 6 at Providence Baptist
Church in Providence. N.C.
Matt H~is is part of the 13th Marine Expeditionary Unit aboard the USS Ogden. where he
is involved with Operation United Shield, a
withdrawal of United Nations forces from
Somalia
Erik Hawkins is a Peace. Corps volunteer and
special education adviser in Honduras.
Annie R. Kapfer and husband. Michael.
announce the Dec. 14. 1994. birth of daughter.
Elizabeth Ann. The family lives in Centreville.
where Annie stays home full time to take care
of Elizabeth.
Jason Lasky is a senior account executive for
UUNET Technologies. He lives in Falls Church.
Michelle Marks received her masters and is
finishing her Ph.D. in industrial/organizational
psychology at George Mason University. She
lives in Burke.
Sandra K. McLaughlin married Stuart H.
Lowry on Aug. 1 3. 1994, at the University of
Virginia Chapel.
Brett Osiewicz earned his masters in urban
and regional plann ing at Virginia Tech. where
he is a special project manager for the Economic Development Center.
Keith A. Overstreet is training to be a U.S.
Naval aviator in M ilton. Fla
·
Norman A. Sydnor lives in Crozet and works
in the banquet division at the Boars Head in
Charlottesville.
Christopher J. Wasser earned his masters of
environmental management at Duke University
on Dec. 30. 1993.

1992
Lynn A. Agee married Gerald D. Kidd on
July 30. 1994, at Floyd Baptist Church. They live
in Virginia Beach.
Jeremy B. Armstrong married Carla R
Painter on Dec. 1 7. 1994. Jeremy is a customer
seNice representative for First North American
National Bank They live in Richmond.
Laura Nicole Burke is pursuing a doctor of
optometry degree at the Pennsylvania College
of Optometry in Philadelphia
Douglas C. Cardwell earned a masters of
music in performance from Rice University in
1994 and performed with the Spoleto Festival
Spoleto and Rome. In 1993, Douglas performed
with the American-Russian Youth Orchestra in
Russia This spring. Douglas toured with the
Detroit Symphony to Lucerne. Switzerland.
Kimberly A. Clayton married Charles A
Robinson at Strasburg United Methodist Church
on July 30. 1994. They live in Strasburg.
Lynn Concepcion married Bill Bartolotta
\91). Bill is working on his masters of science in
information systems at George Mason University. and Lynn earned her CPA
Kimberly Farley married Jeff Sloan \91) in
August 1994. Kim is an English teacher at a
juvenile prison and is working on a masters
degree in language education. Jeff is completing
a degree in policy and environmental policy at
Indiana University. They live in Bloomington. Ind.
Rebecca S. Fitzgerald works for the
Roanoke Valley History M useum in Roanoke.
Leslie Garrett married Wi lliam 0. Woodward
on Aug. 20. 1994. Leslie works in intensive care
and cardiac intensive care at Sentara Leigh Hospital in Norfolk
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Jill Graybill married Dennis Markley on Dec.
17. 1994. Jill is a band and choral director for
the the Palmyra Area School District in Pennsylvania

Brian Rothermel ('88)

Leslie Garrett married William 0. Woodward
on Aug. 20. 1994. Leslie works in intensive care
and cardiac intensive care at Sentara Leigh Hospital in Norfolk

Alumni CloseUp

Betty H. Griffiths is the president of the Corvallis. Ore. City Council.
Tracey V. Guise is a fitness center director for
People Karch International in Wash. D.C.
Drew and Lori \93) Hunter live in Germany.
They married Jan. 8. 1994. in Stafford.
Alan C. Heffner finished Naval education and
training with an emphasis on officer indoctrination.
Vaughan C. Jones attends the Washington
College of Law at American University. He will
intern with the Virginia Supreme Court under
Justice Jerry Hassell.
Michael and Donna P. Lee were married on
Sept 11, 1993. They live in Lynchburg.
Allison M. Manno is a budget analyst for the
Colorado school system. She and Glen
Brizendine \88) live in Colorado Springs.
Colo.
Julia M. Merkel is an artist in Keezletown. He
exhibits were on display in 1994 at the Bridgewater College Kline Campus Center Gallery.
Staunton's The 23 Beverley restaurant and The
·McGuffie in Charlottesville.
Kenneth S. Moss is a marketing analyst for
the Mobil Oi l Corp. in Mulvern. Pa.
Heather J. Owen is employed at Signet Bank
in Richmond.
Daryl E. Peifer is the director of the adult
degree completion program at Eastern Mennonite University. Daryl. his wife. Jane. and children . Rebecca and Andrew. live in Harrisonburg.
Petrina M. Pettit married Donnie G. Green
Jr. on August 6, 1994, at Gethsemane Baptist
Church in Newport News.
Jill Quaid is a sales associate for the Marriott
Corp.
Robert A. Rentz is a firefighter for the Henrico County Fire Division.
Patricia Southall. who. was the 1994 1st
Runner-Up in the Miss USA Pageant married
Martin Lawrence. of the television show. Martin,
on Jan. 7, 1994 at the Marriott in Norfolk
Carol E. Siner married Matthew R. Spiess
on July 16, 1994, at St William of York Catholic
Church in Stafford. where they live.
Sarah E. Stewart married Zeno J. Piau Ill on
July 23. 1994' at the Joshua Wilton House in
Harrisonburg. They live in California.
Andrea Baum Stuart is a pho.tography
teacher at Warren County High School in Front
Royal.
Laura D. Swan is a biologist at liT Research in
Newington. Laura is also a part-time graduate
student at George Mason University.

When Brian Rothermel ('88) graduated with a degree in finance, he had his
whole life in front of him and the energy of youth to pursue it. Rothermel made
his way to Colorado and worked in the sun and snow as a ski instructor. Then,
slowly, his physical condition began to deteriorate.
I felt weaker and weaker each day. I just didn't have as much energy," he
says. "I thought it was just a cold."
That "cold" was in fact a deadly virus slowly killing Rothermel's heart one beat
at a time.
"I was thinking, 'I'm so young and I stay in shape. How could it happen to me?'"
A little over a year later, someone else's heart would pump blood through his
body. As Rothermel waited for an available donor, he weakened daily. At first, he
had trouble walking up the stairs. Soon it was all but impossible to do more than
stay awake during the many tests he underwent in preparation for the surgery.
Finally, on May I I, 1994, Rothermel underwent heart transplant surgery at
Fairfax Hospital. He was one of the 75 percent of transplant candidates who s urvive long enough to receive a new heart.
In the course of the fou r-hour procedure, Rothermel's heart was removed
while a hearUlung machine kept him alive. His transplant heart was then sewn in
by the surgeons.
"The doctors told me what a miracle it was," Rothermel says. "Once warm
blood flows into the heart, it starts beating automatically. When 1woke up, 1 could
automatically tell the difference. It was like night and day. i could breathe normally again and knew that before long I'd be back to living a normal life."
Seventeen days later, Rothermel was released from the hospital.
"Just being able to sit out on the grass and breathe the fresh air was incredible," Rothermel says, "stuff like that that people take for granted."
Rothermel celebrated his 28th birthday, exactly one month after the surgery,
with the strength to go out with friends. At home he continued to get back in
shape with what might seem an impossibly high goal - to participate in the U.S.
Transplant Games. The games are a biennial event sponsored by the National Kidney Foundation along with Olympic legend Carl Lewis as honorary chairperson.
Less than three months after his life-saving surgery, on Aug. 3, 1994, Rothermel was a contender in golf, three-on-three basketball, ping-pong and a 20-kilometer bike race.
·Rothermel then prepared immediately for the first-ever U.S. Transplant Win ter
Games, held last February in Aspen, Colo. The JMU graduate was already a
favorite, given his prior experience on the Colorado slopes.
"These games are great," Rothermel says. "They open the public's eyes and
clear up many m isconceptions that people have about transplant recipients. They
let the public see that a normal, productive life can be led."
At the Aspen Winter Games, Rothermel skied his way to victory, earning two
gold medals (FIS Slalom Race, Dual Slalom Race) and two silver medals (Giant
Slalom Race, Super Giant Slalom Race) .
But Rothermel's not through competing to his fullest. He's already marked his
calendar for the World Winter Games in Chamonix, France, and, if the World
Summer Games materialize in Manchester, England, he'll head there too.

Ted Tremain is a systems analyst for Circuit
City Stores Inc. in Richmond.

by Jason Hart (96)

Katheryn Wemmers is law student at Villanova University. where she is a member of the
Sports and Entertainment Law Society.

1993
Michael L Arney married Stephanie H. Hart
on Aug.1 3. 1994, at Camp Overlook in Keezletown. They live in Jonesville.
Brian K. Albrecht married Carey E. Blair
\92) on Oct 29. 1994, at St Johns Catholic
Church in Warrenton. Brian is a territorial manager for ECOLAB and Carey is a marketing analyst for Cable and Wireless Communications
Inc. They live in Ashburn.
Stuart Bane is a volunteer coordinator for the
Good Samaritan Hospice in Roanoke.
Bethany Blair is a human resources assistant
for Knowledge Based Systems in College Station. Texas.

Samuel G. Bryce. a Marine lance corporal.
works with the Marine Corps Security Force
Company at the naval station in Rodman.
Panama.
Rob Butler is a cameraman for the NBC affiliate station in Columbia. S.C.
Wendi A. Carter married Joseph T. Foster
\92) on Sept 4, 1994. They live in Charlottesville.
Susan L Clevenger married Michael S.
Allred on May 14. 1994, at Spotsylvania Presbyterian Church.
Benjamin R. Dorsey IV is a student at
Albany Law School. His wife. Dolores \94). is an
assistant manager at the Bombay Co. They live
in Albany. N.Y.

U sa Farrar married Scott SaNer on Nov. 12.
1994. They live in Roanoke. where Lisa is a registered nurse at Roanoke Memorial Hospital.
Amy S. Fitzgerald is a secretary at Freddie
Mac in Vienna
Daune Goodman married Jerry Zook on Dec.
18, 1993. Daune teaches 11th and 12th grade
English at Atlee High School in Mechanicsville.
advises the student council association and
coordinates student activities. She is pursuing a
master's degree in administration supeNision at
the University of Virginia
Julie Harris is a guidance counselor at the
Johnson City University School in Tennessee.
Terri Hickman is a publ ic relations/promotions coordinator for Turner Educational SeNices Inc. and lives t'n Lawrencevi lle. Ga.

Shea Y. Kinder married Chandler C. Bartz
(94) on Aug. 13, 1994, at Shady Grove United
Methodist Church in Abingdon. They live in
Harrisonburg.

Stephanie L Raines married John A.
Caggiano Aug. 13, 1994, at Fox Hill Central
United Methodist Church in Hampton. They
live in Poquoson.

Suzanne K. Lakes married Barry D. Pearson on Aug. 6, 1994, at the Aldersgate United
Methodist Church

John Rodal is a seiVice operations manager
for Carter Machinery in Salem.

Sara K. Jessee married lan D. Wolfson on
Aug. 20, 1994, at Heritage United Methodist
Church. They live in Charlotte, N.C.

1994

Tim Salamy is a computer consultant for
American Management Systems in Fairfax.
Tim is also a drummer for two bands in
Washington, D.C.

Mary K. Dadisman works at the David and
Margaret Home in LaVerne, Calif. She was a
1993 summer intern with the General Board of
Global Ministries. and was involved with the
Miami District Disaster Response Project

Catherine Sheehan teaches high school special education in the Teach for America program. Catherine lives in Welsh, La.

Teresa L Baugher married Michael J. Good
on Aug. 13. 1994, at Bethel United Church of
Christ in Elkton.

Patrick McQuillan is a systems analyst for
American Management Systems in Arlington.

Matt Solomon is an account executive for
Dean Witter Reynolds Investments in Washington, D.C.

Brian Belforte is a computer consultant for
American Management Systems in Fairfax.

Lisa A. Payne married Charles Zambito on
April 30, 1994, at Falmouth Baptist Church.
They live in Richmond.

Tom Speiss is a reporter for the Los Angeles
Times community news section, as well as a
law student at Villanova University.

Alana J. Mahdalik is a buyers' assistant in the
women's specialty retailing group for the Career
Image Co. store division and the Casual Corner
outlet Alana is also a choreographer and dance
instructor. who teaches dance courses for an
adult education program. Alana lives in Stafford
Springs, Conn.

Cynthia Pendleton married David L Garrett (91) on June 4, 1994, at the Trinity Episcopal Church in Manassas. They live in Arlington,
where Cynthia is earning her masterS at
Georgetown University in Latin American affairs,
and David works for the U.S. Secret SeiVice.
Eric B.. Powell is a geologist with BPA Environmental Engineering Inc where he oversees well
installation and the removal of underground storage tanks. Eric lives in Greensboro, N.C.

Charles W. Goolsby is a visiting assistant
professor of art at Emory and Henry College
in Emory.

Kimberly Towry is the assistant director of
international trade for Greater Philadelphia First
Kimberly lives in Bryn Mawr, Pa

Jennifer lrrgang is an elected first-year representative for the Villanova University School of
Law Honor Board. She will spend ·part of the
1995 suinrner backpacking in Ireland.

Susan Watts teaches special education at
Amherst County High school. Susan lives in
Madison. Heights.

Matthew T. Morrisey, a Marine lance corporal, is stationed at the Marine Corps Recruiting
Station in Iselin, NJ.

Anna LWIIklnson is a Naval Air Systems
command/contract negotiator. Anna lives in
Falls Church.

Shelley B.. Olds married Jeffrey Scott Burns on
Aug.13, 1994, at St Francis Episcopal Church.
They live in Richmond.

Jon Pineda has a feature appearing in a 1995
issue of the George Washington Literary Magazine.
Jennifer E. Thompson. a Navy ensign, completed officer indoctrination school in Newport
Rl.
Sara A. Van Hoy married Edward B. Harris
on July 30, 1994 at Baylake United Methodist
Church. They live in Arlington.
Rhonda K. Wilson is a legislative correspondent for U.S. House of Representatives congressman Donald Payne in Washington. b.C.

o~iluaries
Mary Lee Gardner (22) on June 19, 1994.
Marcia D. Farthing (24) on Feb. 2, 1994.
D. Blanton Allen (28) on Feb. 8. 1994.
Thelma Grace Crenshaw (47) on Nov. 20, 1994.
Dorothy Dickenson ( 48) on Sept 20, 1994.
Geraldine Lockhart Baillie (51) on Nov.19, 1994.
Frances B. Rolston (52) on Oct 3. 1994.
James E. O'Donnell (65) on Sept 3. 1994.
Valerie Camm Organ (84) on March 12, 1995.

Suzanne C. Wilson teaches first grade for
Hampton City Schools and lives in the city.
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Purple&Gold
The JMU Alumni Chapters Council. which guides
the alumni chapters program at JMU, takes its seNice
mission across the country. The chapters program now
boasts 21 chapters and 14 clubs nationwide.
The council. consisting of presidents and key volunteers from all chapters and clubs, holds meetings biannually at JMU to discuss ways to bolster alumni participation. chapter visibility, be more successful at seNice
projects, appeal to a wider range of alumni and seNe
the un iversity.
"It's this group that guides the future of our chapters,"
says chapters director Lyn Savedge ('89). 'They come
together twice a year and share problems and solutions,
hone their leadership skills and learn what's new at the
university."
The council is an extension of the JMU Alumni Association Board of Directors through the council representative to the board. The council was formed as a result
of feedback from chapter volunteers requesting a forum
to discuss chapter issues. And because of the tremendous growth of the chapters program, the alumni board

~olora~o

fall
family Picnic
Alumni living in Colorado
enjoyed a day of sun and fun at
their fall picnic held last September. A special thank you to
Linda Loughrey ('72) for getting
everyone together.

~altimore/
Anna~olis
fall ~ocial
Alumni in the Baltimore/
Annapolis areas reminisced and
caught up with old friends at their
fall social.

also urged the chapters and clubs to form the advisory
group, independent of the board, to discuss specific
chapter and club issues. A representative from the
group seNes as the liaison to the alumni board. 'The
council works from both ends," Savedge says, "directing
the program from the top and drumming up feedback
from alumni on the ground and in the field."

Chapters council to meet
The chapters council meets again at JMU on Saturday.
Sept. 16. If you would like to get involved. please call
the alumni chapters office at (703) 568-3592 or e-mail
A LUMNI _L/NK@VAX1.ACS.JMU.EDU.

Duck~in ~owlin~
in fe~eral ~ill
Alumni in the Baltimore/ Annapolis areas
spent a fun-filled evening fulfilling one of Baltimore's favorite pastimes - Duckpin Bowling!
Many thanks to chapter president Karen
Goodspeed for her hard work in putting this
event together.

Alumni volunteers from New York to North Carolina met on campus
April1 to hear university updates, take campus tours, have lunch in
D~ha/1 (the highlight of the day!), and discuss the chapters program.

Metro Was~in1ton
A~o~t-a-~i~~wav
Metro Washington alumni pitched in to clean up
Route 123 in Fairfax. Sam Jones ('91) proudly poses
under the chapter's "Adopt-A-Highway" sign.
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Chapter Presidents
and Contacts
For more information call Lyn
Savedge ('89). Director of Alumni
Chapters, (703) 568-3592.
Atlanta
W. Stuart Harris, '87
404-437-9842 (H)

Bachelor of General Studies

~out~ern California
~urf 'N Turf
Greetings from the West Coast!
Alumni living in Southern California
gathered for a "Surf 'N Tuif' in
Mission Viego. Cheers to Randy
Menefee ('87) (kneeling in center)
for getting the group together

Joel "Mac· McCauley, '83
703-885-411 9 (H)

Baltimore/ Annapolis
Karen Goodspeed. '86
410-93 1-7462 (H)

Band Alumni
Kelly Floyd, '93
703-564-1723 (H)

Black Alumni
Reggie Hayes. '84
804-479-9860 (H)

Blue Ridge
Brett Haynes, '88
703-869-5826 (H)
703-722-7336 (HOTLINE)

It's t ime to begin planning for Homecoming '95 ... and that

Bluestone Constituency
Mary Etter. '34
703-434-7122 (H)

Boston
Jerry Blaze '87
508-420-6206 (H)

California Southern
Randy Menefee, '87
310-794-3 122 (H)
3 10-794-4493 UMU-INFO-LINE)

Charleston

means updating our mailing list!

fre~ericks~ur~ At~letic Rece~tion
Alumni in the Fredericksburg area gathered in February to hear Don lemish,
JMU's athletic director, and watch the Dukes play ODU. Steve Berry ('78)
coordinated this event

Lyle Walton '94
803-853-2941 (H)

We want to hear fro m you if ...
• you have moved sincEt last.October
• you did not receive your '94 . MRD newsletter
• you did not march duc1ng your senior year at JMU
• you marched with the Marching Royal Dukes but did not
graduate from JMU

Charlotte
Jennifer Watson, '92
704-552-6063 (H)

Please mail your name, address. home and work telepho ne
nu mbers. years in the band. and instrument to Kelly Floyd
('93), Alumni Band President 1702-C S. Dogwood Drive,
Harrisonburg. VA 22801. (703). 564-1723 evenings.

Charlo ttesville
David Blount '86
804-295-8722 (W)
804-961-3395 (HOTLINE)

Colorado
Linda Loughrey. 72
303-722-8654 (H)

Flori da, Central
Catherine Gill, ·so
407-365-2348 (H)

Flori da, Northern
Chris Allshouse, '86
904-771 -0161 (H)

Florida, Southern
Phil Wengrovitz, 78
305-567-1 448 (H)

Fredericksburg
Betty Kniceley, '83
703-775-232 1 (H)

Greater Peninsula
Wayne Ewing. '78
804-898-5972 (H)

Kentucky
Jeff Harper, '87
502-228-71 66 (H)

Lynchburg
Tina St John, '88
804-528-0083 (H)

Metro Washington
Jim Katzman, '89
703-803-9720 (H)
301-JMU-DUKE (HOTLINE)

New Jersey/
New York Metro
Peg Cassidy 7 2
51 6-378-0790 (H)

Pennsylvania, Central
M egan Hoke. '92
717-975-1774 (H)

Philadelphia/Tri-State
John Van Grinsven, '87
6 10-896-0360 (H)

Richmond
Rusty Jordan. '91
804-379-7548 (H)
804-756-7269 (HOTLINE)

Roanoke
Curt Clements, '86
703-344-3044 (H)

Savannah

Don't Miss Out
Don't miss out on the great opportunities the JMU Alu mni
Association has to offer yo u locally. W ith more than 52.000
alum ni living all over the country (including Alaska & Hawaii !),
yo u don't have to live in Harrisonburg to stay in touch w ith
JMU. Twenty-one alumni chapters on the East Coast and 14
cl ubs nationwide invite yo u to join in a variety of events. Career
networking. alum ni golf tournaments. football tailgates and commu nity seNice projects are j ust a few of th e activities to keep
you involved with the university. The JMU Al umni Assoc iation
does not charge dues or membership fees - you become a
member automatically when you graduate. Simply call the
alumn i chapters office at (703) 568-3592 or e-mail us at
A LUMNI _LINK®VAX 1.ACS.JMU.EDU and let us know w ho an d
w here you are. JMU w ill take care of the rest!

.•....•••••••••••••••••..•............................•.••••••••.

Metro Was~in~ton Hasket~all Rece~tion

More than 150 alumni attended the Metro Washington Chapter's basketball reception in the George Mason Student Center prior to watching the Dukes take on the Patriots. JMU's new head football coach
Alex Wood, pictured here with chapter president Jim Katzman ('89),
left. and chapter sports coordinator Bil! Dunn ('77), right. gave the
group a pre-season update.

Rev. Sean Fowlds '87
912-238-0838 (H)

St. Louis
Holland Saltsman, '92
3 14-977-2979 (H)

Shen andoal] Valley
Lisa Horsch, '91
703-432-0784 (H)

Studies Abroad
Jackie Ciccone
JMU International Education
703-568-6419

Texas, D allas/Fort Worth
Joyce Hutchison, '82
8 17-784-8452 (H)

The Fredericksburg Chapter hosted a holiday party in
December. Pictured here with current president Betty
Knicel!!y ('83), center, are, from left. Fredericksburg's
past presidents Steve Berry ('78), Tim Amrhein ('80) and
Robin Newhouse ('83), far right. and alumni board
member Milton Kline ('75).
·

Texas, San Anto nio
Christopher Meekins
210 -558-6524 (H)

Tidewater
Meg Jarrell, '90
804-491 -6581 (H)

Triang l e, NC
John Cruz '85
9 19-481-0739 (H)
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competition.

Sports

Sophomore
Frost set a new
CAA meet
record of 57.06
inthe100
breaststroke and
broke his old
JMU record in
the 200 breaststroke with a

wrap

Men and women swim

to CAA victories.

Double
Dipper
The men's swimming team
defeated UNC-Wilmington to
win its fourth consecutive
Colonial Athletic Conference
Championship. and the
women's swimming team tied
East Carolina University for first
in its third consecutive victory.
The men were victorious
with a 400-yard medley relay
in a time of 3:20.73. The performance, by Mark Gabriele.
Brian Manning. Gian Pozzolini
and Ryan Frost established a
new CAA record. They out-touched
UNC-W by .44 seconds for a victory with
less than a 1 0-point margin.
The women's win in the 400-medley
relay also ensured their first-place tie with
ECU. Both finished with a final score of
7385. Jenn Murach, Lisa Herbster, Kristen
David and Wendy Bryant came in at
3:31.76, beating the Pirates by a margin
of .58 seconds.
Senio·r Gabriele, who won the 1 00 butterfly for the fourth consecutive year with
a CAA and JMU record of 48.44. seconds,
was named the Men's Outstanding Meet
Performer. He completed his collegiate
career with eight individual titles. 14 relay
crowns and six CAA records in postseason

Track stars Matt Holthaus and Tiombe Hurd

time of 2:.02.48. Frost also set the school
record in the 500 freestyle and was a
member of all four winning relay teams.
Manning also was a member of the winning teams.
Pozzolini won the 1 00-meter backstroke title for third year in a row and
helped three of the four winning relay teams to victory.
Sophomore Bryant won the
200 backstroke in 2:04.80. She
swam on all four of the
women's victorious relay
teams. and Murach, Herbster
and David swam on three.
Sophomore Amanda Keuhl
became only the second JMU
woman to win a CAA diving
title in the three-meter diving.
Both teams had strong performances from a large cast of
supporting swimmers. Rich Rowland,
Chris Lee, Aaron Wellman. Diana Webber.
Annette Bultema and Laurie Santoro all ·
advanced to the finals in both relay events
as well as individual events.

Swimming coach Brooks Teal

Hurd and Holthaus star

in both athletics and acaden1ics
A Top 10 ranking among American
women in indoor track by USA Track and
Field not withstanding, Tiombe Hurd is
modest about her achievements.
"It's hard for me to accept that I am
called a nationally ranked athlete," Hurd
says. "''m just doing what I've found I am
good at"
In her 1995 indoor season, she broke
her ·own school record with a 42'4 1/2"
triple jump at the first meet of the season
at Virginia Tech. Ever since, every triple '
jump in every competition this season has
met the NCAA automatic qualifying standard - a first for a JMU athlete. In the long
jump Hurd broke another school record
with 19'1 ", and qualified for the ECAC
Championship in that event even though
she has only competed in the long jump
in three meets.
In her 1994 indoor season she placed
15th in the triple jump at the NCAA
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Championships, and in the outdoor season
she captured 7th place in the triple jump
at the NCAA Championships.
With record-breaking comes notoriety.
Now that her name is known around the
country in track and field, Hurd says she
wants to work even harder to do well.
'The meets are a lot of fun because people recognize you, and it makes me feel
really good that the hard work pays off. But
this also makes me want to work harder to
live up to expectations," Hurd said.
Tiombe graduated in December with a
degree in hotel-restaurant management
and has begun graduate school at JMU
while she completes her eligibility.
Although Hurd plans to compete professionally in meets around the nation,
with the prospect of prize money to sustain her, her graduate school education is
at the top of her list The possibility for
injury is too high to count solely on com-

petition, she says.
"I still want to compete on the side." says
Hurd, "but school work is too important"
Matt Holthaus thinks so too. A clear
sense of priorities has pushed him to the
top in both athletics and academics.
As JMU's male scholar-athlete of the
year for the last two years, Holthaus graduated with a double major in mass communications and German and an overall grade
point average of 3.8. He also graduated as
a three-time NCAA AU-American, twice for
outdoor and once for indoor.
"Grades were always a priority for me. I
knew exactly what I wanted to do, and
knowing this was half the battle." he says. "I
believe it is important to have something
other than running behind you when you
graduate."
In 1994, Holthaus set a JMU record in
the 1000 meter indoor run in 2 minutes
25 seconds. Holthaus placed 7th in the

1500 meter race at the 1993 NCAA outdoor track and Field Championships and
8th for the same event in 1994. He finished second in the Colonial Athletic Association Cross Country Championships to
earn AII-CAA honors. He also placed 4th at
the 1994 U.S. Olympic Festival.
With his undergrat!uate education
behind him, Holthaus hopes that running
will take him places. He wants to continue
running in competitions in Europe, where
track and field is ·a major sport and land a
sponsorship from a shoe company to
defray his expenses.
"Running is a great experience," he says.
"especially to race. You put in a lot of work
to perfect it and it is very rewarding."

by Lisa M. Denny (97)

A Division 1-A .mentality

Asides

comes to BridBefortll Stadium

Alex Wood Dossier
Person al
Born: March 14, 1955

The Dukes' new head football coach,
Alex V. Wood, brings youth, experience

Married to Rosa Andrews

and a Division 1-A mentality to Bridgeforth
Stadium.

Two sons, Jerrel. 22, and Alex, 21
One daughter, Natalie, 8

The 40-year-old president of the Black

Education

Coaches Association joins the JMU staff after

Bachelor's in secondary education

two seasons as offensive coordinator at

social studies, University of Iowa

Wake Forest He also has coached at Miami
(Fla.), Wash ington State, Wyoming. Southern,

Three seasons as varsity running

Southern Illinois, Kent State and Iowa.

back

Wood succeeds Rip Scherer, who was

Coaching Background

named head coach at the University of

Wake Forest University

Memphis after coaching JMU for four sea-

Ass istant Head Coach, Offensive

sons. The Dukes were 29- 19 and made

Coordinator, 1993-94, Quarter- .

two NCAA Division 1-AA playoff appear-

backs Coach

ances under Scherer.

University of Miami

"Coach Wood will be a calcu lating. excit-

Assistant Coach, 1989-92,

ing football coach w ho w ill field a team t hat

Running Backs Coach

our fans will find ente rtaining. we ll-d iscipli ned, quick an d a co ntinuous w in ner," says
Don Lemish, director of athletics. "He wi ll

Wood plans t o balance fl ash on t he
field, however, w it h a st ro ng and steady

''I'm a coach w ho brings both youth and
experience to JMU's program," Wood says.

not only mai ntain th e level the program has

dose of d iscipli ne. He'll apply a fam ily

achieved in recent years, he w ill ensure

legacy of hard work and success exempl ified by his father.

''I'm not an old guy, but I did n't just fall off
the turnip tru ck either. I'm 40, w ith 17 years
of pretty ri ch co llege coaching experience."

steady and continuous progress to w here
the program wi ll be recogn ized regu larly as
a Division 1-AA power."
"JMU wants to win a championship,"

"H e's kinda my hero," Wood says.
"My father was an entrepreneur. He was
a pioneer that way," Wood says. "He was

Wood says. "''ve already done that with

born in 19 10 in Alabama, and in the '20s

M iami as assistant coach. I took Washing-

he went to Massil lon, Ohio, and built a
successful business. He was one of just a

ton State from nowhere to the Top 15.
That was Division 1-A. I already know how
to go to national prominence. And I have a
Division 1-A mentality."
Wood plans to stir things up on the field.
"We'll play an exciting, we ll discipl ined,
wide-open offense," he says. "We'll play
with a lot of excitement and enthusiasm.
We'll play an aggressive defense with mu ltiple looks, Miami style. We're gonna be
stingy and hard-hitting. And we'll make
plays. We'l l have a run-to-the-football type
of defense."

M ost importantly, he says, "I can relate to
kids. I'm a players' coach. I'm approachable.
But I mix in the hard line too. I'm not always
the most-liked guy. That's why I think I'm
good with kids. You have to provide leadership and direction, and let them know
what's right and what's wrong That's what I
want to leave with these kids after football."

few people who made a decent living as
his own boss. He stepped out and took a
big chance. That's rare, especially for a
black man during that time. That's why I
admire him."

As Wood looks ahead to his first season, he's full of enthusiasm, anticipation
and drive.

Wood's grandfather, too, set high standards of success as a teacher at Tuskegee

"I live for this," he says. "I live to be a
football coach. It's all I've ever wanted to

Institute. Wood's grandmother was an
American Indian.

do. It's a great opportunity to be allowed
to do this job."

On th e A u ction Bloc k
Everything you've ever
w a n te d ...
• Baby Grand Piano, Grand
Piano
• Ted Williams autographed
baseball
• Cal Ripkin autographed jersey
• Barry Sanders autographed
to uchdown footbal l
• Diamond Ring, Crown
Jewelers of Staunton
• Tractor Trail er Load of Mulch
• Home Al arm System, CFW
and Nati onal Al arm
• W illiamsburg Golf Package
• Two 1996 Final Four Ti ckets
at th e M eadowland s
• Redskin s Tickets and Redskin s
Park Tour
• Original David Gill Watercolor

and much much more!

Ass istant Coach, 1987-88,
Tight End s Coach, Recruiting
Coordinator
University of Wyoming
Assistant Coach, 1985-86, Wi de
Rece ivers and Tight Ends Coach
Southern University
Ass istant Coach, 1982-84,
Defensive Coordinator (1983-84),
Secondary Coach (1982)
Southern Illinois University
Assistant Coach, 1981,
Secondary Coach
Kent State University
Assistant Coach, 1979-80,
Quarterbacks and Receivers

"I have a unique background," he says.

Coach (1980), Tight Ends and

And a unique mix of qualities to complement it

Wide Receivers Coach (1979)
University of Iowa

.•.. .•••••• .....•• •••• .... ....••••••••••••••........................•................................................•.........

Asides

Wash ington State University

Graduate Assistant Coach, 1978

•

Bid for Champions on Nov. 18!
Get ready for a Grand Affair on Nov.
18, when Bidding for Champions gets
under way at the Convocation Center
to benefit the JM U Athletics Program.
On th e auction block w ill be everything the well-duked out Dukes fan
could possibly desire.
In keeping with the auction's theme,
"Bidding for Champion s: A Grand
Affair," the grand prize of the evening
is a baby grand piano, donated by
Grand Piano.
The goal. says Duke Club director
Mike Minnis, is to raise $100,000 for
the athletics program.
Enterprising Duke Club volunteers
led by auction chairman Joe Funkhouser and honorary chairmen Scott

Norwood ('82) and Steve Buckhantz
(77) are busy now securing items and
gift packages.
They've already landed some coveted collectors items, incl uding a Ted
Williams autographed baseball, Cal
Ripkin autographed jersey and a Barry
Sanders autographed touchdown football.
But with more than 50 valuable
items already secured, there'll be more
than sports memorabilia on the auction block The auction also will star
such stellar pieces as a $2,800 diamond ring a set of four mounted
Michelin tires, a tractor trailer load of
mulch with a $1,000 value, a home
alarm system, a Williamsburg golf

package with accommodations, two
1996 Final Four tickets for the M eadowlands, Redskins tickets and a tour of
Redskins Park with overnight accommodations,
Volunteers continue to pursue
cruises, trips, ski and golf junkets, appliances, jewelry, in short anything ·that's
sure to be going going gone on Nov.
18.
If you are interested in contributing
something of value to benefit the athletics program or in attending the auction, please call (703) 568-6461 . Tickets are $150 couple and $1 00 for
individuals and include dinner, open
bar, silent auction and live auction.
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Sports Notebook
Junior Jen Wilds earned first team, and
seniors Eileen Arnaldo and Renee
Ranere were named to the second unit
of the '94 All-America field hockey team. _
Wilds. Ranere and Arnaldo were also
named to the All-South first team. and
junior KeUey Bloomer and senior
Heather Colbert were second team
picks. - Senior forward Brent Bennett.
first team, and junior midfielder Kaarlo
Kunkkunen, third team, were named to
the men's soccerAll-America team.
- Senior soccer
player David
Villarreal
received the
Michael J. Frye
Award. ... Freshman Tracey

Heather Colbert

Livengood was
voted the CAA
Rookie of the Year in women's cross
country. - senior Julie Reule was named
All-South Region and the MVP of the
women's soccer team. _ Kristi Palmaccio and Samantha Andersch have
been selected co-captains for the 1995
women's soccer team - which will be
their junior seasons.... Todd Raleigh

succeeded Mark
Leavitt as assistant baseball
coach. _ Coach
Gwen Harris
will be the head
track and field
coach of the East
Team at the U.S.
Tracey Uvengood
Olympic Festival
in Denver. _ Harris
also received a National Association for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education
Distinguished Alumni Award. _ Senior
Mark Gabriele qualified for three events
at the NCAA Swimming and Diving
Championships. _ Senior Jude Arena the
142-pound CAA champion, came one
victory away from All-America status at the
NCAA Wrestling Championships._ Sophomore Ken Rossi won the 118-pound
CM title and made his first appearance at
the NCAA Wrestling Championships. _
Sophomore -sarah Schreib was a first
team AII-CM selection and was named
the Dukes' MVP.... Paul Gooden, the
pro at the Country Club of Staunton, will
succeed Dr. Tom Hurt who'll return to fulltime teaching as the men's golf coach
next fall .

Oscars continued from

seen it a million times !on television!.
On one side the press is cordoned off
four or five deep with cameras, notebooks and microphones, going nuts
over the stars, and they even asked us
questions. On bleachers on either side
are fans screaming and yelling. It's a
zoo. You feel like you're a Christian
walking into the Roman Coliseum, but
everybody's friendly. That was quite a
scream."
James' success also has produced
some more tangible rewards.
"I've been on a lot of programs. but
Hoop Dreams. is the celebrity, not me,"
he insists. "Yet my life has changed in
dramatic ways. !The success! has
opened up new possibilities. The next
documentary I do I'm sure will be a lot
easier to fund raise for and make. Networks and production entities have
already been in contact with us. It has
opened up the way to make dramatic
feature films, something I've dreamed of
doing for a long time and something I'm
determined to do. Before this, the realm
of possibility was not as great."
James and partner Peter Gilbert have
signed a two-picture deal with Savoy

paBe f:Z

Pictures (of Circle of Friends fame) to
develop a dramatic feature film called
Nagasaki Dust and another based on
the life of Phoenix Suns player Connie
Hawkins. The script already exists for
the first, and James is slated to direct
the second if the films actually get
made. He is in the process of negotiating development deals for three other
projects as well.
"There is no guarantee in Hollywood
that when you develop something it will
actually get made," James explains. "If all
goes well they turn into movies. It's hard
to know."
There's also another documentary in
James' future. He's talking deals now
about The New Americans, a project
that will follow immigrants from their
home coun.tries to America and chronicles what happens over time.
"It's fairly gargantuan and may well
include and involve other filmmakers
to follow more people," James says.
"We hope to turn it into a series of
television programs marking the turn
of the century."

by Pam Brock

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Solitary Man continued from P•Be 14

yourself how bad you really have it.'
"That's always stuck with me," Carnevale says.
The attitude that advice inspires motivates
Carnevale to work at least one charity outing a month
into his PGA and corporate tournament play. Corporations pay Carnevale a per-day fee to play in tournaments designed to boost company camaraderie and
morale or promote business. Charities pay a minimal
fee, banking on Carnevale's PGA stature to attract participants whose entry fees benefit charities.
"Golf offers lots of opportunities for charity on the
pro and amateur side," he says. "It's a way to give back
to golf."
The benefits Carnevale chooses to support most
often are children's causes such as boys and girls
clubs, the Special Olympics and hospitals. The way

Carnevale sees it, he's giving back to a sport that has
given him much more than the opportunity to play
his best among the best.
"It's not only fun," he confirms, "but one hell of an
educational experience."
Through golf, Carnevale has traveled the United
States and the world. "I've seen Mount Rushmore. I've
been to Europe - London, Paris, Spain and Portugal,"
he says. "In Morocco I saw the largest mosque in the
world in Casablanca. In Marrakech I saw snake charmers in the markets, where you can buy leather jackets
for 50 American dollars. In South Africa I saw lions and
tigers and snakes. I took a 50-foot Hatteras around the
Cape of Good Hope and then I flew around it in a jet."
Even in a sport as uncertain as professional golf,
there's room for more in life than work and a paycheck. The diversions, in ·fact, keep Carnevale primed
for success.

"Whenever I go anywhere to play in a tournament, I
try to learn at least one thing of importance, whether I'm

in New Orleans or wherever it is," he says. "I feel like I
owe myself one educational or historical thing. It's
important to do it."
After almost 20 years in Williamsburg, Carnevale
built a house in Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla., this spring so
he would be motivated to practice even more. Like his
travel-inspired history and cultural lessons, his deci-·
sions and changes are all designed to help him improve
his chances for continued success.
"I'm going to strive to win a tournament," he says.
"I want to be a more consistent player. I want to be a
consistently good enough player to go out there every
week with a chance to win. If I give myself that opportunity, I'll be happy. My goal is to give myself the best
chance every week."

by Pam Brock

n In
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Women's Soccer
September 15

2:00p.m.· George Washington vs. Minnesota
4:00 p.m. · JMU vs. Kentucky

September 17

Men's Soccer
September 2

1:00 p.m.· Richmond vs. Philadelphia Textile
3:30 p.m. · JMU vs. Duquesne
1:00 p.m. · Duquesne vs. Richmond
3:30p.m.· JMU vs. Philadelphia Textile
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Noon· George Washington vs. Kentucky
2:00 p.m. · JMU vs. Minnesota

Free Admission
At the Reservoir Street Fields

OPEN!
Harrisonburg
PriceOub
1830 Reservoir Street
{703) 574-3513
LQP.k lor our new
Winchester location
Opening Tuesday, May 23.
WAREHOUSE HOURS
MON-FRI 11 :00 AM. - 8:30 P.M. (1 0:00 AM. - 8:30 P.M. FOR BUSINESS MEMBERS
ONLY)
SAT 9:30A.M. - 6:00 P.M. & SUN 10:00AM. - 5:00 P.M.

For membership i1lfonnalion and qualificalions phone 1·703-574-3513

YOUR R ELATIVES WHO ARE JMU ALU MNI O R STUDENT S

Yo u can help JMU document its alu m n i legacy trad ition. Do you have relatives who also
are JMU alumni or studen ts? If so, let us know. Use this fo rm to list their names. relatio nsh ip to you and (to the best of yo ur abiliry) their JMU class yea rs. H elp JMU establish the full scope of its alumni legacy tradition by return ing yo u r completed form to
Office of Alu mni Relatio ns, Sonner H all 130, JMU, H arrisonburg, VA 22807.

Name/Class Year/ Rel ationship

Name/Class Y ear/Relarionsh ip

Yo ur Na m e/Class Y ea r

Name/C lass Year/ Relationship
Yo u r Ad dres s/ Ph on e N u mber

ATTACH AD DITIONAL SHEETS AS NEC E SSAR Y.

a~·· ······ ········~
~~~~

CJ

I

L

CAREER nETWORKinG

Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major _ _ __ __ __
Home Phone (

Work Phone (

Business Address _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Now it's even easier to communicate with the JMU Alumni Office. To update your alumni

r···

D I'd like to assist other JMU alumni and students through the JMU

I
j

D I'd like to take advantage of the JMU Alumni Career
Networking Program

'·. . ·-·-·. ·-·-·--·-·~'

Address- - -- - - - - - - - - , - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - State _ _ ZIP _ _ __ _

Employer/ Position _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Profession/ Field _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To participate in JMU's new Alumni Career Networking Program.
check the appropriate box and fill in your biographical data on this
form. We'll contact you.

Alumni Career Networking Program.

!
·-·-··-""··

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year _ _ _ _ _ __

record, join the Career Networking Program, or participate in alumni chapter events; you

can use the phone, facsimile machine, computer or traditional mail.

PHOnE: [703) 568-6234
FAX: (703) 568-3494
inTERnET ADDRESS: alumnUink@vax1.acs.jmu.edu
mAILinG ADDRESS: JMU Alumni. 130 Sonner Hall.
James M adison University, Harrisonburg VA 22807

Montpe{ier
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UPCOMING

EVENTS

Aug. 3 - BLUE RIDGE Freshmen Send-off
Picnic; RICHMOND Freshmen Send-off Picnic.

.............................................................................

Aug. 6- SHENANDOAH VALLEY Freshmen
Send-off Picnic.

James Madison
University

1994·199S

JMU'S FOURTH ANNUAL

ALUMNI CHAPTIER /EVIENTS
Contact: Lyn Savedge ('89)
Director of Alumni Chapters
Tel: 703-568-3592
Fax: 703-568-3494
E-Mail: Alumni.link@vax1.acsJMU.EDU

CIVIL WAR
INSTITUTE
INVITES ALUMNI AND FRIENDS TO

June 1 - NJ/NY annual meeting at Butlers.
located on Broadway between 37th & 38th Sts..
downstairs, 6:30 p.m.; ROANOKE gathering.
"Run With The Big Dogs" at Shakers in Valley
View Mall at 5:30 p.m.

ILOOII IOAIS SOUII

June 2- METRO WASHINGTON Alumni
Golf Tournament at Goose Creek Golf Club in
Leesburg: second annual PlllLADELPHIA/
TRI·STATE Alumni Golf Tournament Cobbs
Creek Golf Course. Philadelphia. Tee-off: 1 p.m.

THE 1864 STRUGGLE FOR RICHMOND

June 3- BALTIMORE/ ANNAPOLIS,
RICHMOND, SHENANDOAH VALLEY and
METRO WASHINGTON, Oriole's vs A's base·
ball game, 130 p.m.
June 7 -PHILADELPHIA/TRI-STATE
annual meeting. Conshohocken Marriott 7 p.m.;
CHARLOTTESVILLE, "First Wednesday's at
Awful Arthu(s (downstairs) at 6 p.m.
June 15 - BLUE RIDGE annual meeting at T
Jefrey's in Winchester at 6:30 p.m. SHENANDOAH VALLEY Madison College Luncheon.
noon, JMU.

!I

JUNE 23-26, 1995
... with visits to hi toric sites and lectures by JMU faculty members:
Jacqueline B. Walker, J. Christopher Arndt, John B. Noftsinger,

Ben F. Fordney and RobertS. Jacobs.

\\\11\\\\11\\\s oi Lectures and \Hs\oric Sites
Wilderness Battlefield
Spotsylvania Battlefield

North Anna River Crossing
Richmond Tours
Holl) \\OO Cem ·~ 't" •• 1 · _,nc.n• BouleHJrd
and Tredegar lronv.-c1rks
The Stnte Capital, Mu~eum of the
ConfederaC) and the \\ hite Hou:'>C of the Confederacy
Cold Harbor

Please be prepared to march hard until exhausted!
Registration:
$450 per person single occupancy
$400 per person double occupancy

$350 commuter option covers all meals, trnnsportalion,
entrance fees, instructional materials and activities

Academic credit option offers one or three hours of history credit.
Call the Office of Continuing Education at (703) 568-7088 for more information.

chapter meeting at 7 p.m. in the Conshohocken
Marriott

June 16- TIDEWATER AND GREATER
PENINSULA Alumni Golf Tournament at Sleepy
Hollow Golf Course in Suffolk noon shot-gun start
June 17 - TRIANGLE-area alumni (Raleigh.
Durham, Chapel Hill) with other Virginia colleges
and universities. Durham Bulls game. ATLANTA
Shrimpfest with alumni from Virginia schoo ls. ·
SHENANDOAH VALLEY canoe trip on the
Shenandoah River.
June 24 - BALTlMORE/ ANNAPOLIS hosts
canoe trip down the Shenandoah River.
$10/person; BLACK ALUMNI annual meeting
at the Virginia Beach Days Inn.
July 5 - CHARLOTTESVILLE hosts First Wednesday's at Awful Arthu(s (downstairs) at 6 p.m.

Aug. 5 - LONG ISLAND Freshmen Send-off
Picnic.

Aug. 7 -FREDERICKSBURG Freshmen
Send-off Picnic.
Aug. 8 - CHARLOTTESVILLE Freshmen
Send-off Picnic.
Aug. 9 - ROANOKE Freshmen Send-off Picnic.
Aug.10- LYNCHBURG Freshmen Send-off
Picnic.
Aug. 12- PlllLADELPHIA/TRI-STATE
Freshmen Send-off Picnic.
Aug. 13- NJ/NY Freshmen Send-off Picnic,
1 p.m. at Lewis Morris Park in Morristown. NJ.
Sept. 16- CHAPTERS COUNCIL meeting
atJMU.
Sept. 21 -BLUE RIDGE hosts Third Thursday's at T Jefreys in Winchester. 6:30 p.m.
Sept. 23- PlllLADELPHIA/TRI-STATE
alumni tailgate party at the JMU vs Villanova
Football Game.
Oct. 4- CHARLOTTESVILLE hosts First
Wednesday's at Awful Arthu(s (downstairs), 6
p.m.: PHILADELPHIA/TRI-STATE meeting
at the Conshohocken Marriott. 7 p.m.
Oct. 19- BLUE RIDGE hosts Third Thursday's
at T Jefreys in Winchester. 6:30 p.m.
Nov. 1 - CHARLOTIESVILLE hosts First
Wednesday's at Awful Arthu(s (downstairs), 6 p.m.
Nov. 3- BLACK ALUMNI Mentorship Program. "Pathways to Success.· 7 p.m. at JMU.
Nov. 4 - BLACK ALUMNI Career Day. "Pictures of Reality." for juniors and seniors.
Nov. 16- BLUE RIDGE hosts Third Thursday's at T Jefreys in Winchester. 6:30 p.m.
Nov.18- PHILADELPHIA/TRI-STATE
hosts Holiday Bus Trip to the Radio City Music
Hall Christmas Show.
Dec. 6 - CHARLOTTESVILLE hosts First
Wednesday's at Awful Arthu(s (downstairs), 6 p.m.
Dec. 21 - BLUE RIDGE hosts Third Thursday's at T Jefreys

July 20 -BLUE RIDGE hosts Third Thursday's
at T Jefreys in Winchester, 6:30 p.m.

SPECIAl. EVENTS

July 21- SHENANDOAH VALLEY annual
meeting. JMU Farm. 6:30 p.m.

July 28 - SUMMER COMMENCEMENT

July 29- BALTIMORE/ ANNAPOLIS second annual Alumni Golf Tournament at Mt
Pleasant Golf Course

Oct. 6-8 - PARENTS WEEKEND

Aug. 1- BALTIMORE/ANNAPOLIS Freshmen Send-off Picnic. Patapsco State Park 6:30
p.m.; TIDEWATER Freshmen Send-off Picnic.
Aug. 2- METRO WASHINGTON Freshmen
Send-off Picnic: GREATER PENINSULA Freshmen Send-off Picnic: CHARLOTTESVILLE
hosts First Wednesday's at Awful Arthu(s (downstairs) at 6 p.m.; PHILADELPHIA/TRI-STATE

& WEEK/ENDS
Sept. 15 - 1960 CLASS REUNION

.Oct. 21 - HOMECOMING and reunions for
classes of 1975. 1985 and 1990
Oct. 27 - I 970 CLASS REUNION
Dec. 15 - WINTER COMMENCEMENT

James Madison University
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Parent of JMU graduates:
If this issue is addressed to your son or daughter who
no longer maintains a permanent address at your home,
please notify the alumni office of the new mailing address.
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